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For alumni and friends

Connections/ 1

In the natne of excellence

ON THE COVER: Pat Mattson
and Hope Thornberg of the avia,
tion faculty ham it up for a skit
they present during Thornberg's
unique "women in aviation" class.
Mattson portrays the pompous,
controlling husband of pioneer
aviator Ruth Law, who has just
found out her husband announced
her retirement to the newspapers
-but neglected to tell her. See re,
lated story on page 6. Photo by Jim

Altobell.
by Marsha Shoemaker

one

Robert

1~)J. Johnson

Robert

C. Johnson

of the biggest names on the
SCSU campus - Robert Johnson - happens
to be shared by two of its most outstanding
faculty. The two Robert Johnsons not only
bring considerable confusion to SCSU - especially in the mail room - they bring con-·
siderable honor, Robert W. for his research
discoveries in computer science and Robert
C. for his highly acclaimed math, science,
computer summer camps for minority and female students. Here are their stories:

SCSU students gained access to
new, high-powered computer
technology to help them in creating graphics, preparing presentations, developing World Wide
Web material, and completing
other class projects when the lnformedia Services Computer Lab
opened April 26 on the second
floor of the Leaming Resources
Center in Centennial Hall. In addition to the hundreds of computers
students already have access to on
campus, the new lab will have
more than 60 computers, including
IO high-powered Macintosh computers and two high-powered personal computers for student use.

Name: Robert W. Johnson
Position at SCSU: Professor of computer
science
Education: A.B. 1962, Columbia College
in the City of New York; M.S. 1965,
CUNY-City College; Ph.D. 1969 CUNY.
Graduate School and University Center.

Transportation
scholarship awarded
Senior Tammy Haakenson became
the third SCSU local and urban affairs major in four years to be
awarded the $750 scholarship
from the Minnesota chapter of the
Women's Transportation Seminar,
a national professional organization
promoting women in the field of
transportation. The scholarship is
presented to one outstanding undergraduate woman in Minnesota
who is preparing for a transportation-related career. Last year's recipient, Carmen Domogalla, went
on to win the $2,000 National
WTS Scholarship.

Family: Wife Sandra, SCSU associate professor of mathematics; children Jeremy, 33;
Matthew, 30; Donn Robertson, 2 7; and
Nicole Robertson Saeger, 25.
Latest achievement: Discovery of a useful
basic algorithm _used in scientific computing
led to the awarding of a three-year $687,282
Advanced Research Projects Agency research contract to SCSU. The goals of the
research are to implement the algorithm on
a variety of high-performance computers
and to study its applications. Johnson and
two colleagues, Professor Louis Auslander at
the City University of New York, and Professor Jeremy R Johnson of Drexel University, Philadelphia, discovered the algorithm
while working on a previous ARPA-supported investigation to study the application of
mathematical techniques to programming
parallel computers. The agency supported
Johnson's previous work at SCSU with a
$407,000 three-year grant administered
through the National Institute of Standards
a~d Technology. The projects agency was interested enough in furthering development
and refinement of the algorithm and its applications to award SCSU a contract for
Johnson to continue his research. Johnson,
who taught at SCSU for 22 years before
turning exclusively to research, says he has
loved working with computers since high
school, where he learned to program the
first computer developed. "I love this kind
of interface between mathematics and computers," Johnson says. "When it's going, it's
pure joy."

Students access tech

Name: Robert

C. Johnso~

Position at SCSU: Professor, Director of
Minority Studies. Involved in teaching,
scholarship, contributions to student development and community and university service.
Education: B.A. 1967, Lincoln University;
M.A.T 1970, M.A. 1974, Ph.D. 1976, B.S.
1984, Washington University.
Family: Wife lcephine, nurse practitioner;
children Kwame, 14; and Aya, 11.
Latest achievement: This summer will celebrate 10th anniversary of Math/Science
Computer Camps at SCSU, designed to expose elementary and middle school students
of color and girls to these subjects in fun
and innovative ways. Most campers are
from Central Minnesota and the Twin

Cities, but some are from other parts of the
country. Nearly 1,500 students from a variety of backgrounds have benefited from
·
these one-week camps, along with another of
Johnson's summer programs, the Scientific
Discovery Program for high school students. The camps offer students a chance to
stay on campus and to benefit from an intercultural experience, as well as to learn.
"From our perspective, the goal is to give
campers exposure to math, science and
computers in an interesting, non-threatening way, using novel approaches," Johnson
says. "From the kids' perspective, there are
academic advantages. Many say they want to
come back because they learned a lot. But
they also say they had a lot of fun."

Look for SCSU's
home page on the
World Wide Web:
url:http://www:stcloud.msus.edu
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Programs gain recognition

Legislature approves
new SCSU library

SCSU Health Services again met
-_____._

...r:-

nationally recognized standards for
providing quality health care,
achieving accreditation renewal by
the Accreditation Association for
Ambulatory Health Care, Inc.
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Minnesota State Colleges and Universities (MnSCU) recently granted SCSU's gerontology program
approval to become only the second institution in the state to offer
a Graduate Certificate in Gerontology.

filiate of the Minnesota Design
T earn, an award-winning organization that brings planning and design expertise to small Minnesota
communities.

the National
Association for
the Education
of Young Children, prestigious recognition achieved
by only about five percent of early
childhood programs nationwide
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RUTH NICKELS
BACKER '41, Bloomington, was honored in September for 25 years as an
organist for Lutheran
Church of the Redemption
in Bloomington.
CHARLOTTE JIBBIE
WEST ANDERSON '48,
New Ulm, and her husband, Hobart Anderson,
were honored by the Minnesota State Arts Board for
their involvement with the
Wanda Gag House • "New
Ulm's Home of the Arts."
Charlotte retired in 1986 af.
ter teaching 37 and a half
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SCSU's local and urban affairs
program has become an official af-

SCSU's Campus Child Care Center was granted accreditation by
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Architect's drawing of the $29.5 million SCSU library.

'.Bleary-eyed lobbyists for the
new SCSU library who sat
through Conference Committee
sessions until the wee hours of
the final week of the 1996 session of Minnesota Legislature
were justifiably jubilant when
Hie I:egfslature fina 1y enaea its
1996 session Wednesday - with
SCSU's new $29.5 million library tucked into the $520 million state bonding bill, which
Gov. Arne Carlson later signed.
"This is clearly the most significant project for St. Cloud
State University in over two
decades and is a step toward realizing the University's vision
for the next century," President
Bruce Grube said of the victory,
which followed years of lobbying and hard work by campus
administrators, faculty, staff and
students, as well as alumni and
friends of the university.
Regional lawmakers were optimistic throughout the session,
but cautioned that inclusion of

years. She taught music for
three and a half years,
kindergarten for 31 years,
and first grade for three
years. In 1991 Jibbie and
Hobart received the Sertoma Service to Mankind
Award. In addition to their
volunteer work, they enjoy
spending time with their
two-year-old twin grandchildren.

11 g)(6(0)§
TOM PLUTH '63, Columbia Heights, retired from
Nielsen Marketing Research
after 31 years. Tom now
works for Norstan Communications as the head of the

the library in the 1996 bonding
bill was no "slam dunk." SCSU
representatives, including President Grube, Learning Resources
Services Dean John Berling and
Vice President Dorothy Simpson
worked to convince decisionmakers the library would be a
significant addition to the region and become an integral
part of a statewide library system that could take Minnesotans into the next century.
Key to this success, Simpson
said, was the overwhelming support for this project from the
SCSU community and friends
of the University. Lawmakers received hundreds of positive letters, faxes and e-mail messages
that helped convince them this
was a worthy project. Future
students and community users
will be indebted to all those loyal supporters, she said.
It is expected that groundbreaking for the library will be
spring' of 1997.

corporate mail center.
PETER FROEHLE '65, St.
Cloud, received the Armor
of light Award, St. John's
Preparatoiym School's high- ·
est honor. The Armor of
Light has been given since
1977. Nominees are chosen
for showing an ongoing
concern and commitment
to their faith, community,
society, and St. John's Prep.
School. Peter has been
teaching for the past 37
years in the areas of science,
physics and math.
SR. CAMILLE SQUIL
IACE '65, '75, St. Paul, is
the minisny coordinator for
Sacred Heart Church in St
Paul.

Leigh J. Johnson '67
WILLIAM E.TAYLOR
'65, Portland, Ore., was
elected to the executive
board of Snow-CAP emergency help program in
Mulmomah County.
William was also elected for
another term on the board

College of Education
earns high marks
SCSU' s College of Education
has met 18 of 18 standards of excellence for accreditation renewal
by the National Council for Accreditation bf Teacher Education,
whose Board of Examiners team
was on campus in December.
The team offered the College of Education staff high compliments for quality teaching, research, service and sound working relationships with clients
and recommended accreditation
renewal to NCATE, said Dean
Owen Hagen. Final approval of
the board's decision to accredit
the College of Education was
granted April 1.
Schools receiving NCATE
accreditation meet high standards in areas including quality
of faculty and graduates and
program excellence. Accreditation follows three years of
preparation by the college and
on-site visits and document review by NCATE.

of directors of the Gateway
Area Business Association.
DON BOROS '66, '67,
Binghamton, N.Y., received
the Education leadership
Award from St. Cloud State
University. Don teaches acting, directing, and performance at the State University of New York at Binghamton.
LEIGH J. JOHNSON '67,
Rochester, Custom Alarm's
CEO received the 199 5
Dealer of the Year award on
behalfof the company. The
award honors long term
growth, stability, commitment to and service of customers, investment in its
employees, and service to

SCSU Alumni Board of Directors:
Chair: Robert Walter '73; Secretary/Treasurer: Donna Walberg '75; Board Members:
Tony Alfano '68, Gary Botzek '72, Bill Flanary '71, Heidi Freeman '86Patti Gartland
'80, Al Grewe '50, Jim Janochoski '84, Visi
Kumalo '94, Ryo Miyagi '90, Mark Neeb
'81 , Lynne Osterman '86, Jessica O stman
'87, '92, John Ross '76, Brian Schoenborn
'92, Rich Sharp '85, Mike Skillrud '82, Jim
Stigman '90, Carmon Watkins '85, Carol
Gates White '58, ' 71 ; Ex-officio Members:
John Berling ' 57, Michael Connaughton,
Owen Hagen '61 , G . Richard Hogan, James
Kelly, Raymond Merritt, Dennis Nunes
SCSU Foundation Board of Trustees:
Chair Mary Ditlevson Choate '79; Vice
Chair: Steve Nohava '74; Secretary: John
Leisen '61; Treasurer: Robert Hebeisen '63;
Board Members: J. P. Bolduc '61, Rick Dldecott '77, Mabel Cobom, Larry Dom '64,
Janese Evans ' 79, '81, Roseanne Faber, Kenton Frohrip, Donald Hess '65, Jeff Holmberg '75, Jim Janochoski '84, James Kelly,
Robert Lindberg '62, Pat Hirl Longstaff '73,
Thomas E. Miller '70, Allin Paulson, Gary
Petrucci '65, Robert Riggs '64; Janet Ritsche,
Warren Tiegen, James D. Wannigman '68,
Donald Watkins, Susan Wiese '73, Frank
Worrell '73.
Produced by the offices of Public Relations
and Publications, and Alumni and Foundation at St. Cloud State University, OUTLOOK is published three times per year
and distributed without charge to SCSU
alumni, faculty, friends and parents of currently enrolled SCSU students . OUTLOOK articles may be reproduced without
permission if appropriate credit is given.
Please notify the alumni office when you
change your address . Phone: (320) 2554241, or write to: Alumni and Foundation
Center, St. Cloud State University, 720 4th
Ave. S., St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498. Households of alumni may receive more than one
copy if children are enrolled. SCSU is an
affirmative action/equal opportunity educator and employer.

the indusny and its community. Custom Alarms has
been in business since
1968.
AUAN MEYER'63, '67 ,
Ingleside, Ill., retired from
Carl Sandburg Middle
School after 24 years as an
art teacher.
DENNIS ROISUM '67,
Glencoe, is a teacher and
head baseball coach at Glencoe-Silver Lake High
School. He was recently
elected to Minnesota Arnateur Baseball Hall of Fame.
SHANNON R. BUTLER
'68, Phoenix, Ariz., received
the Legion of Merit Medal
while commanding the
Combat Systems Technical

Schools Command in Mare
Island, Calif. Shannon displayed dynamic leadership,
professional knowledge,
positive motivation for staff
and students, and was recognized for her outstanding
three-year performance as
commanding officer.
JAMES R. HOUSE '69,
Plymouth, was appointed
executive director of Vinland Center, a non- profit
organization located on
Lake Independence near
Loretto, Minn. James was
formerly vice president at
Goodwill/Easter Seals in
the Twin Cities.
BILL GANS '69, St Cloud,
was one of six individuals

SCSU-based programs help
Minnesota manufacturers
The Higher Education Manufacturing Process Applications
Consortium (HEMPAC), which
began in 1993 with $2.4 million in federal funding, has
been helping Minnesota manufacturers become more efficient.
In June a new project to help
state manufacturers, the Innovative Capabilities Enhancement
Program (ICE), will be initiated
when it officially receives
$200,000 in funding from the
Minnesota Job Skills Partnership. HEMPAC will oversee this
project.
Through the HEMPAC project, St. Cloud State University
has been working in conjunction with four area technical
colleges (Alexandria, AnokaHennepin, Pine and St. Cloud)
as well as the University of Minnesota-Duluth, to help Minnesota manufacturers with 40500 employees decrease waste
and improve quality in their operations through this project.
The consortium helps these
manufacturers increase their
competitiveness through its
Manufacturing Improvement
Process, adapted from the 3M
process of quality control
known as Optimized Operations. Through this business
outreach project, 3M's techniques of quality control are being made available to small and
medium-sized industries.
A Manufacturing Improvement Process work team consists of a faculty member from a
HEMPAC institution, two company employees and two advanced engineering, business or
technical student interns. The
faculty member serves as project
leader and guides the process of
exploring problems and solutions. Objectives of each team
include increasing production
capacity and efficiency, reducing
costs and improving communications, corporate culture,

in the accounting firm Larson Allen Weishair & Co.
(LAWCO) recognized for
his individual achievements
and promoted to partnership status. Bill is a member
of the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants, and the Minnesota
Society of Certified Public
Accountants. Bill is in
charge of quality control in
the St. Cloud and Brainerd
offices of the firm.

Jl ~«0§
DAVE MORTENSEN ' 70,
Andover, received his MBA
in April from Indiana Wesleyan University in Marion,

morale and team building
through workplace training.
Through the ICE program,
the HEMPAC institutions will
seek to reduce innovation time
in products cooperatively produced by a supply chain of three
Minnesota manufacturers,
Caterpillar Paving Products,
Inc., Aitkin Iron Works and
Chicago Tube and Iron.

Students share in
scientific research
Among the many research
projects across campus that are
giving students invaluable experience are those being conducted by Richard Brundage, John
Harlander and Mark Nook, all
of physics, astronomy and engineering science.
Brundage is the principal investigator on an NSF Research
in Undergraduate Institutions
grant, "Study of the optical
properties of actinide ions in
glass." Students involved are using sophisticated laser spectroscopy experiments to study
the properties of exotic manmade elements which have wide
application in lasers and other
optical devices. The project is
being carried out in collaboration with scientists at the Argonne National Laboratory near
Chicago.
In conjunction with the University of Wisconsin-Madison,
John Harlander is directing research in the development and
testing of improved interference
spectrometers with applications
in astrophysics, atmospheric
physics, aeronomy and atomic
physics. Students and staff are
involved in projects of optical
design, bread-boarding and prototype testing, as well as developing alignment and data analysis procedures for the instruments they are helping build.
Under the direction of

James M. Peterson '70
lnd. Dave has a new job as
plant manager for Stone
Container Corporation in
Minneapolis.
DENNIS MUYRES ' 70, Atlanta, Ga., is the manager of
the Southeast Region with

Nook, students are involved in
astronomical research on variable stars. As their name implies, these are stars whose
brightness varies with time; and
their radius and surface temperature also vary. With the use of
the 10-inch computerized telescope, electronic cameras and
the photometer head, students
measure the brightness of stars
over several nights to determine
the period of the variations in
brightness and temperature.

Rarikin gets NASA
flight research grant
James Rankin, electrical engineering, has been conducting
flight research intended to support NASA's Terminal Area
Productivity program through a
$24,634 grant from the NASALangley Research Center,
Hampton, Va.
The grant, funded through
May 14, 1996, focuses on defiDing the required navigation accuracies needed for low visibility taxiing on airport surfaces. It
currently is possible for aircraft
to land and take off in low-visibility conditions, but the capability to taxi to and from the
runway is limited. The electron-·
ic guidance signals that are required for the approach, landing
and roll-out phases are focused
on the runway environment.
Once the aircraft leaves the runway, these signals no longer are
useful, according to Rankin.
Rankin's research is examining the use of Differential Global Positioning System and
graphical cockpit displays to permit pilots to taxi from the runway to the terminal. The required accuracies and resolutions of these systems must be
considered to permit safe operations, he said.
The outcome of the research
is intended to support NASA's
Terminal Area Productivity program. Rankin participated in research for this program during
summer 1993 and 1994 as a research fellow at NASA-Langley.
Future experiments are to be

the Frozen Foods Division
for Hormel Foods. Dennis
has been a Hormel employee for 25 years.
JAMES_M. PETERSON
'70, '79, Minneapolis, was
recently elected by Georgia
Pacific Corp.' s board of directors to vice president of
program management. His
new position involves developing and leading the company's office of program
management, which provides guidance and direction for optimizing and integrating business processes,
information, and systems_
Previously, James was president of Jim Peterson & As-

Judith E. Minier '71
sociates Inc., a Minneapolisbased consulting firm that
provided support to Georgia-Pacific and other major
international and U.S. corporations.
JUDITH E. MINIER '71,

defined for possible flight tests
on NASA's 757 experimental
test aircraft.

Student volunteer
hours increase
significantly
SCSU student volunteers
had logged more than 1 7,500
hours of community service as
of fall quarter 1995, compared
with 220 hours by fall of 1993
and 1,020 as of fall of 1994.
Volunteer Link Coordinator
Maribeth Overland Swalley also
reports that the number has
risen by another 7,000 just since
fall quarter.
The number of students doing community volunteer work
rose to 801 as of the past fall
quarter, compared with 97 by
fall quarter '93 and 2 75 by fall
quarter '95.
Swalley attributes the significant jump in volunteer hours to
the large number of students involved in holiday bell ringing
for charity, special holiday
events for Big Brothers/Big Sisters and the extremely high response to the need for volunteer
note takers for fellow students
with disabilities.

Young visitors get taste
of campus life ...
The Central Minnesota Science
Fair, one of the oldest and largest
science fairs in the state, attracted
more than 400 students from 17
counties Feb. 17 to SCSU
The SCSU campus hosted 1,500
young math whizzes from area
junior and senior
high schools
March 30 during
the University's
ninth annual ,
mathematics
contest, the largest such contest
in the state.
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Some of these Indonesian students are seeing this gamalan for the first
time, although the musical instrument-orchestra is part of their own cul,
tural heritage. Recently the Schubert Club of Minneapolis acquired it and
has agreed to allow the SCSU music department to house it on what may
become a permanent basis. Once a week the campus is visited by Joko
Sutrisno, a gamalan master from the T win Cities. Leaming is a verbal,
"hands,on" experience with a social component that includes treats and
discussion. As a cultural experience, it's open to any interested student.

Photo by Jim Altobell.

'75, Cheyenne, Wyo., was
named as the first director
of the newly formed Center
of Pedagogy at Montclair
State University. Judy coordinates efforts to renew and
reform education for all
learners by working with
arts and science faculty,
teacher education faculty
and public school educators. She has spent 25 years
in education as a classroom
teacher, professor, school
principal, and an administrator in a department of education prior to being
named to this prominent
leadership position.
GABRIELLA SIMI '71, St.

Cloud, is the original owner
and operator of the Pier 1
Imports store in St. Cloud.
Gabriella has owned the
store for 19 years.
RICHARD D. THEILMANN ' 71, Wayzata, was
promoted to Senior Vice
President of Investments at
Paine Webber, a securities
firm located in Minnetonka.
Richard has been with
PaineWebber for 24 years.
ORVILLE "SKIP" CARLSON '72, Fridley, was elected as the State Representa·
rive for District 52A. Skip
represents Columbia
Heights, Fridley, Hilltop,
and New Brighton in the

Minnesota State Legislature.
DON LANDWEHR '73,
St. Cloud, was appointed to
the board of directors as the
CFO at Castle Realty.
WILLIAM RAFFLOER'74,
Amityville, N.Y., was accepted into graduate school at
Dowling College in New
York. William was certified
by the state of New York in
physical and elementary education.
CARI.AJEANSCREEDEN
'74, Eagan, graduated with a
master's degree in health administration from Cardinal
Stritch College in Milwaukee. Carla is employed by
the Fairview Corp. as a
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Scene on
campus
Students excel ...
Kyle Mattson and Amy Kopperude, students of Bill Meissner of
the SCSU English faculty, won second- and third-place awards in the
American College & University
Poetry Award Program co-sponsored by Poet magazine. Mattson's
poem "Gone Away," and Kopperude's "The Leaving Part" were
among I 09 entries from 22 colleges and universities across the
nation competing for the I 996
awards.

Geography graduate student Eric
Goodman was awarded the 1996
Ed Forrest Internship Grant from
AM/FM International. He was the
top candidate among more than
300 applicants.

A Chinese New Year celebration Jan. 20 ushered in the
"Year of the Rat" with cultural
displays, an authentic Chinese
dinner and performances.
Chicano studies and history expert Dennis Valdes of the
University of Minnesota met
with SCSU faculty on course
development and spoke on
"Chicanos in Minnesota and
the Midwest: A View from
Greater Aztlan."
In January, interviewers
from more than 2 7 employers,
including Target, Control Data
Systems and AT&T offered
more than 200 students mock
interviews, sponsored by Career
Services, providing experience
with employment recruiters.
The 34th Annual Economic Education Winter Institute
Feb. 8 focused on projections
for the economic future facing
America's baby boomers.
KVSC's "Trivia Fair," the
campus radio station's 17th annual trivia marathon, attracted
. more than 1,000 trivia enthusiasts the first week in February.
Winona LaDuke, nationally recognized Native American

SCSU senior manufacturing engineering student Danielle Mathison
watches as the robot that she programmed stacked cups. Mathison's
demonstration was part of the open house program for the dedication of
the Leedahl Robotics Lab, a joint venture between SCSU and Frigidaire
Freezer Company, Inc. Photo by Jim Altobell.
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manager at their Oxboro
Clinics.
JUDITH SCOTT '-75,
Glenwood, was appointed
executive director for the
Central Minnesota Clinic
for Psychological Health.
BOB KOVELL '75, St.
Cloud, was recently elected
vice president of the Central
Minnesota Estate Planning
Council for 1995-1996.
PAUL McCANN '76,
White Bear lake, is a member of the 934th Airlift
Wing, based at the Min•
neapolis-St. Paul Intema•
tional Airport Air Reserve
Station. As staff sergeant,
Paul serves in administra•
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tion for the wing safety offlee. He has served six years
of active duty with the U.S.
Navy, as well as two years in
the Naval Reserve and with
the Minnesota Army National Guard. As a civilian,
Paul is a provider enrollment analyst with the Min•
nesota Department of Human Services.
JOHN ROSS '76, Maple
Plain, a member of the
SCSU Alumni Association
Board of Directors, complet•
ed a " sweep ,, at the Sister
Kenney Handicapped Golf
T oumament at Braemar
Golf Course last August.
John took home the award

T
..

Top international recording artists, the Goo-Goo-Dolls, performed in a
University Program Board-sponsored, sold-out concert Feb. 8 in Halenbeck Hall. The progressive rockers' album, A Boy Named Goo, has gone
platinum since their performance here. Photo submitted by Nick SimpsonRex Features.

environmentalist, spoke on Native American land struggles,
environmentalism and indigenous women Feb. 14.
Lt. Col. Oliver North was
the leading attraction at a Republican fund raising event Feb. 24.
Black History Month activities on campus included a variety of films, speakers, and performers. Judy Richardson, civil
rights movement activist and
member of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee
and series associate producer of
"Eyes On the Prize" and co-producer of "Malcolm X: Make It
Plain," was keynote speaker.
The Indian Heritage Club
offered authentic Asian cuisine,
music and colorful cultural
dances at Holi '96, the club's
cultural festival March 16.
Susan Faludi, Pulitzer Prizewinning author of the acclaimed
feminist book, Backlash: The
Undeclared War Against American Women, was keynote speaker
for SCSU' s March celebration of
Women's History Month.
Award-winning actress Salome Jens revealed a portrait of
poet Anne Sexton in her one-
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for low gross in his flight,
and also the award for
longest putt. In past years,
John has taken home
awards for low net, longest
drive, and closest to the pin.
The Sister Kenney touma·
ment is the largest touma•
ment for all types of disabled
golfers in the Upper Midwest, drawing 60-70 golfers
from Minnesota, surrounding states, and Canada. Prior
to the Sister Kenney event,
John won three straight
events put on by the Physi·
cally limited Golfers Associ•
ation (PLGA). In recognition
of these accomplishments,
John was mentioned in the
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Minnesota Golf Association
fall magazine.
PAMEIA DEDRICK '76,
Burnsville, is a cashier super•
visor at linens and Things
in the Bumhaven Mall.
RUTH SMITH OSMUNDSON '76, '94,
Ames, Iowa, is attending
Iowa State University's Ph.
D program in immunology
as a research assistant.
PAULE. TERRY '77,
Chanhassen, was awarded
the W. K. Kellogg Foundation National Fellowship
Program which enables
qualified professionals to ex•
plore new interdisciplinary
pathways, develop a broader

wotnan show March 31.
Josef Jarab, rector of
Palacky University Olomouc,
Czech Republic, was on campus
April 1 for the signing of an
agreement regarding a cooperative agreement between SCSU
and the Czech university which
will provide SCSU music and
art students with the opportunity to choose Palacky University
as one of seven SCSU study
abroad programs.
Elegy, a piano trio by Scott
Miller, SCSU music faculty premiered during the "Solo-ists
with Sonare" concert April 1.
SCSU's American Indian
Center co-hosted the 15th International Native American
Language Institute with the
Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe
April 4-6 on the Mille Lacs
Ojibwe reservation.
Thirty students were honored with the Excellence in
Leadership Award at a banquet
April 28. For the first time, the
Dennis M. Thayer Leadership
Award was given to a top student. A tree was planted near
Stearns Hall in memory of
Thayer, who was director of
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University Organizations before
his death as a result of a car accident in July of 1995.
KVSC celebrated winning
three Minnesota Associated
Press Awards this spring.
SCSU' s 10th Annual Bisexual Gay Lesbian Awareness Day was April 10. "Diversity Within the Community"
was the theme.
The International Spring
Festival April 20 climaxed a
week of events highlighting the
cultures represented by SCSU's
more than 500 international
students.
SCCS '96, the Small College Computing Symposium cosponsored by St. Cloud State
University, the College of Saint
Benedict and St. John's University, attracted 200 participants
April 18-20.

First Amendment
forum examines
campaign coverage
In a presidential campaign
year, advertising and public relations affect news coverage,
which in turn affects public
opinion.
In an effort to understand
how advertising and public relations affect news coverage which in turn affects public
opinion-the 22nd annual First
Amendment Forum April 12 examined these issues under the
theme "Get a Shovel: Mass Media in a Campaign Year."
Former Minnesotan Beverly
Kees, editor-in-residence at the
Freedom Forum Pacific Coast
Center in Oakland and co-author of Nothing Sacred: Journalism, Politics and Public Trust in
a Tell-All Age, accepted the First
Amendment Defense Award
and gave the keynote address
highlighting her research on media influences on politics.
Other presenters were Eric
Black, Star Tribune political
writer; Dean Alger, author of
Media and Politics; Nancy Larson, former candidate for Minnesota lieutenant governor; and
Jeff Blodgett, Sen. Paul Wellstone' s state campaign manager.
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Paul Terry '77
knowledge and experience
base, and challenge their
own perspectives on topics
of national and intemation•
al concern. Paul develops
and directs educational programs for the Park Nicollet
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Medical Foundation. The
health education programs
he directs received the C.
Everette Koop National
Health Award for health
care-based health education.
He received the Minnesota
Department of Health Excellence Award for Health
Promotion and five awards
of excellence from the Sod•
ety for Technical Communi·
cation.
WARREN BRADBURY
'77, St. Cloud, was elected
treasurer of the Jacob Wet·
terling Foundation Board of
Directors this past fall. He
is a teacher at South Junior
High School in St. Cloud.

WAYNE BRINKMAN '77,
St. Cloud, was promoted to
vice president of operations
and secretary for DCI.
W ayne oversees operations
for DCI in both St. Cloud
and Utah.
TIMOTHY BARFKNECHT
78, Virginia, is currently
employed as an analyst at
USX Minntac in Mt. Iron.
DALE F. KARI '78, Medicine Bow, Wyo., completed
his master's degree at the
University of Montana.
Dale has spent the last seven years as a principal in
South Dakota and is cur·
rently the principal in Medicine Bow for grades K-12.
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She has a gift that keeps on g1v1ng
by Dana Drazenovich (reprinted with

ty," says Nentl, who traveled to Columbia
to take her sister's most renowned course,
"Work of the Teacher."
"And she did a lot of lecturing (about)
reading, and of course a lot of research in
the science field."
And, along with Franklin M.·· Branley,
Gans initiated the "Let's-Read-And-Find
Science" book series. Nentl estimates
Gans wrote some 16 or 1 7 books for that
series.
"They've been immensely popular,"
Nentl says.
They've certainly enjoyed popularity
here in St. Cloud.
Ginny Keepers, a media specialist with
District 742 the past 28 years, has used

permission of the St. Cloud Times.)

Last

month, Roma Gans' latest
book was published, bringing her collection of published works to about 20 titles.
Recently Gans celebrated her birthdayher 102nd year.
Gans is a former St. Cloud resident
who made her mark as a Columbia University professor and lecturer and later cofounder of a series of books used in elementary schools across the country. Her
latest title, How Do Birds Find Their
Way? is the newest book of that series.
Of course, Gans was a bit younger
when.she wrote the book, a sprightly 98
or 99. Her sisters found the manuscript
when Gans moved from her Connecticut
cottage to a nursing home two years ago.
Time, it seems, is finally catching up with
Gans. Recent physical limitations prevented Gans from being interviewed. But her
sister, Betsy Nentl of St. Cloud, wanted to
share Gans' latest accomplishment with
the people of her hometown.
"It is amazing, and it's amazing she
didn't start writing until she was 64, because she was busy teaching and lecturing," Nentl said.
And her accomplishments before she
started writing her first book, are quite
amazing, as well. For example, Gans was
St. Cloud Teachers College's first distinguished alumna. She taught math at St.
Cloud Technical High School's middle
school for two years in the early 1920' s.
"And then she went on to Columbia
and got all of her degrees," Nentl explains.
Gans was a Columbia University graduate and doctoral scholar, then professor,
and finally professor emeritus of childhood education.
"Her classes were just filled to capaci-
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REV. DAVID KLUK '78,
Mexico C ity, was ordained
into the priesthood in 1991.
He has joined the Legionaries of Christ where he is the
Chaplain of the Maddox
School.
JO BARRY BENSON ' 79,
Eden Prairie, recently
moved back to Minn. from
Calif. with husband Bill
and nine-month-old son
Paul. Jo is working as a pediatric physical therapist.
PETER MICHAEL JORGENSON '79, St. Cloud,
has recently purchased a
dental practice in St. Cloud
located at Centennial Plaza.
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"Her classes
were just filled to
capacity
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the series since.it first was published.
Keepers currently works at Oak Hill and
Roosevelt Elementary Schools.
"I like them because they're written
for young children, and there were so few
science books that were written for young
children years ago - until the Let"s-ReadAnd-Find-Out series," she says.
Keepers met Gans abou.t 10 years ago,
when she last visited St. Cloud. The owner of the former Tree House children's
bookstore had asked Gans to come in and
speak, and Keepers vividly remembers her
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SUE TEFFT '80, San Jose,
Calif., was named 1995
Woman of the Year by the
Los Gatos Chaner Chapter _
of the American Woman's
Association. Sue is working
as acting systems manager
for the Santa Clara County
Registrar of Voters.
DAN PETERSON '80,
Burnsville, is one of six individuals recognized for his
individual achievements and
promoted to pannership status for the accounting firm
Larson Allen Weishair &
Co. (LAWCO). Dan joined
the firm in 1990 as a man-
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ager specializing in-state and
local taxation. He is a member of the American lnstitute of Certified Public Accountants, and the Minnesota Society of Certified
Public Accountants where
he is involved with the Federal and State Taxation
Committees. Dan also is a
frequent speaker for various
organizations on state and
local tax matters.
SHARON HOBBS '80, St.
Cloud, is the recently elected
secretary for the Central
Minnesota Estate Planning
Council for 1995-1996.
JOEL LINDMEIER, '80
Sauk Rapids, was promoted

talk with her.
"She was so interested in children. She
was so interested in what they were doing," Keepers says. "She really enjoyed
young children, and I think that's why she
wrote the books."
Some of the schools use the series' second printings, in which Gans' original
texts were updated and republished under
different authorship. However, countless
St. Cloud students have learned and are
still learning about matters of science
through Gans' writings.
In fact, when Gans turned 100 in
1994, Keepers taught a special segment
about the author and her work to her second grade classes, which read Gans'
books as first-graders.
"They knew her books but they didn't
know about her," Keepers says. "And so
we celebrated. We reviewed her stories
and from each second-grade class, we
made a big banner that everyone signed."
They sent Gans the banners for her
birthday.
"Oh, she loved the letters," Nentl says.
Gans surprised the students by writing
a nice, long letter in return.
"And the kids were so excited when
they got a letter back from her. And it was
exciting. The teachers were excited, too,"
Keepers says.
In addition to the Let's-Read-And-FindOut series, Gans also has written books
on topics such as reading and phonics.
And although she has suffered some
illness the past couple years, her limitations haven't stopped her ever-active
mind.
"Up until just a couple months ago,"
Nentl says, "she read the New York Times
every day and did the crossword puzzle."

For the first time ever, the Penny
Fellowship Advisory Board awarded a continuing scholarship to a
Penny fellow, Tong Pao Yang, an
SCSU senior from St Paul. The
$250 award, in addition to a $500
award received during winter
quarter, helped Yang offset costs
of his ongoing internship with the
Wilder Foundation's Social Adjustment Program for Southeast
Asians. Yang, who graduates in
May with a degree in social work,
has been working with Hmong immigrants. Yang immigrated to the
U.S. from Laos in 1980.

BSLM/MS geography major Craig
Johnson was awarded the GeoMetrics Scholarship from the Minnesota Society of Professional Surveyors.

Anna Schumann and Curt
Carstens, undergraduate political
science majors, had their paper,
"The United Nations and the Salvadoran Peace Process," accepted
for the VIII Annual Conference on
Central America.

Dana Drazenovich, a reporter for the St. Cloud
Times, is a 1992 graduate of SCSU
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Students excel ...

Stephen Thomson

'80, '84
to vice president of manufacturing for Steams Manufacturing Company. Joel has
been with the company for
12 years.
RANDALL R. HINK '80,
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Buffalo, is employed as an
engineer for Honeywell Inc.
Randall and his wife Janet
have 3 children.
STEPHEN THOMPSON
'80, '84, Lakeville, was
named associate investment
officer for Minnesota Mutual
in St. Paul. Steven has been
employed by Minnesota Mutual for 12 years.
WENDY WROBEL
HEURUNG '81, Shoreview, is working on a master' s degree in social work at
Augsburg College in Minneapolis. Wendy and her
husband Bob have two
daughters.
CATHY GIERKE LEE 81,
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Forest Lake, works with the
Peace Corps. Cathy is seiving a two-year term with. the
Ministry of Education in
Jamaica.
MAUREEN BILLIG WEBSTER '81, Papillion, Neb. ,
has sold her first novel Winter Hearts. The novel will be
released at the end of 1996
from Avon Books in New
York.
STEVEN R. SCHWEGMAN 81, St. Cloud, was recently certified as a civil trial
specialist by the Minnesota
State Bar Association. To
earn certification attorneys
must demonstrate expertise
in handling civil lawsuits,
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have extensive experience in
the courtroom, and pass an
advanced examination dealing with civil trial issues.
STEVEN J. HALL '82, St.
Charles, Mo., is a customer
sales agent for National General Insurance Co. in Eanh
City, Mo. He and his wife
Tracy have four children.
BOB HEURUNG '82,
Shoreview, is employed as a
certified public
accountant/controller for
Schurer Brothers in Minneapolis.
TOM PEART '82, Minnetonka, was named assistant hockey coach at Augsburg College in Minneapo-
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SCSU' s aviation program is attracting
acclaim and students from far and wide
by Marsha Shoemaker

( ,~v

hy can't they just
stay in the back of the plane
where they belong"? "Captain"
Carl Flemming grumbles to
"first engineer" Mike Groehler.
The "they" SCSU aviation
major Flemming is referring to
in this skit about sexual harassment in the airlines industry is

Students in Hope Thornberg's women in aviation
class act out a skit on sexual harassment as part of a
final class project. From left are Jamie Sieben, portraying a harassing lead flight attendant; Patrick Dame,

female pilots - in this case the
skit's "first officer" Elizabeth
Steinkopf. "Go get us some coffee," the "captain" orders her.
This and other exchanges in
the skit - five students' final
project in Hope Thornberg' s innovative "women in aviation"
class - are deliberately blatant.
"Lead flight attendant" Jamie
Sieben leers at male "flight attendant" Patrick Dame
throughout the portrayal. "You

her victim and male flight attendant; Elizabeth
Steinkopf, first officer and victim of harassment by
her male co-pilots, flight engineer Mike Groehler and
captain Carl Flemming. Photo by Jim Altobell.

can help me in the galley," she
wanted to go someplace differpurrs as she looks him up and
ent, and I've grown to really
down.
like the Midwest. I'm glad I
"I don't think my wife and
chose SCSU."
seven kids would appreciate
Fueled by a growing reputathat," Dame responds timidly.
tion for the SCSU program's
Blatan·t, yes. But the project
quality and the economic recovachieves its purpose, and a lively
ery of the aviation industry, endiscussion of sexual harassment
rollment has grown steadily in
in the workplace ensues a~ong
recent years. Three hundred
classmates.
SCSU students are enrolled as
"Women in all fields can remajors, minors or pre-majors in
late to what we're learning in
aviation - 100 more than fall of
this class," says Denise Rich1991. Last fall 115 new freshmond, a biomedical science ma- . men and transfer students indijor who's also involved in mili- .
q lted aviation as theit intt,nded
tary ROTC.
major.
"Women in aviation," fo.
cusing on the role and history
SCSU students excel
of women in this traditionally
Students in SCSU's aviation
male field, is the first class of its
program repeatedly are chosen
kind in any college aviation proover other school's aviation stugram, and just one of many readents to receive national scholsons why St. Cloud State Uniarships. The Flying Saints stuversity's aviation program - the
dent flight team regularly places
only nationally accredited fourwell in regional and national
year aviation program in the
student flight competition. A
· state and only the sixth bacvariety of competitive and intercalaureate program in the naesting internships with small
tion to be accredited by the
and large airlines, corporations
Council on Aviation Accreditaand airports are opened to St.
tion - is attracting attention as
Cloud State aviation majors well as students from around
and lead to challenging careers
the world,
in the field. Lisa Mattson, who
graduated with a degree in aviaProgram of choice
tion operations in 1990, re"Aviation at SCSU, long one
ceived the highest score ever
of Minnesota's best-kept secrets,
achieved on the FAA Academy
has become the program of
screening and was placed at
choice for increasing numbers of
Minneapolis International Airstudents interested in aviation
port Tower, where she was certicareers," according to Pat Mattfied in record time.
son, an aviation faculty memThe program's objective,
ber. Students come from every
Mattson says, is to provide highstate and from several foreign
quality professional aviation edcountries.
ucation at a competitive price.
Flemming, from Anchorage,
Like other programs at SCSU,
Alaska 1 chose St. Cloud State
the program produces wellover the best-known aviation
trained graduates who have an
school in the country, Embry
excellent placement record.
Riddle Aeronautical University
Eighty percent of SCSU's aviain Daytona Beach, Fla., which
tion graduates are employed in
also accepted his application.
the industry, primarily in flight
"A counselor in my high school
positions. Other aviation careers
said a friend of her daughter's
represented by graduates inwent to school here, and he's an
clude air traffic control, airport
airline pilot now," he says. "I
and airline management, educa-
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SCSU aviation program
evidence of excellence

+ SCSU's aviation program is the
only one in Minnesota that has
earned national accreditation
and is the only program in the
state that offers a bachelor's
degree in aviation. The bachelor of science in aviation at
SCSU was approved in 1987.

SCSU aviation majors Vicki Angell, left, and Todd Schaufenbuel togeth,
er pilot a Beach 1900 C turbo prop flight simulator which is housed at
the St. Cloud airport. _Photo by Jim Altobell.

tion and aviation-related consulting.
The growing fleet of aircraft
used for classes is owned by the
SCSU Aero Club. The university contracts with the club,
which in turn subcontracts with
Wright Aero, Inc., a privately
owned service, for flight instruction. Students receive simulator training on the department's new Beach 1900 C turbo
prop flight simulator at the St.
Cloud Airport. The faculty also
have numerous contacts within
the industry which aid in obtaining"training materials -and
job placement for students,
Mattson says. "We use a combination of formal academic training and well-organized instruction in the cockpit to produce a
pilot who is able to enter the job
market early and with confidence."

First-of-its-kind class
Mattson portrays Thornberg's male nemesis in a series
of skits about pioneering
women in aviation - women
like Dolly Shepherd , who attempted the first midair rescue,
and Ruth Law, whose husband
forced her to retire without her
consent. Thornberg developed
the course by conducting research and visiting sites where
pioneering female aviators lived
and worked. There were no textbooks. There were no such
courses. Now other aviation
schools are coming to her for
help in ,initiating their own
women in aviation courses.
St. Cloud State graduates in
aviation - as well as in other
fields - repeatedly point to faculty who look for new and better ways to provide their students with practical as well as
academic knowledge, and new
methods ofengaging their students in curriculum des1gned to
give them the confidence and
experience to enter the job mar- _
ket - and to succeed once they
do.
.f

Aero Club has
history of steady
growth
by Jayme Anderson

v hen John Voth and 19
other students started the St.
Cloud Teacher's College Aero
Club, each pitched in $20 to
buy the group's first plane, a
$40 Piper J 3 Cub.
That was 1949, and the
Aero Club has come a long way
from this mode.st begin.ning. Today the club has five Cessna
152s, two Cessna 1 72s and a
Piper Aero 3, along with an
eight-stall hangar.
Voth and other charter
members of the Aero Club, a
non-profit corporation, were
World War II aviation veterans
who wanted to fly in Central
Minnesota without spending a
lot of money. Back then flying
was relatively inexpensive. A private license was $150, and flight
time was $3 an hour. Voth, who
had started flying at age 16 and
had gained extensive experience
flying in World War II as an in-

structor and B-1 7 test pilot, put
his experience to work for the
club, volunteering as a flight instructor for 20 years. He taught
more than 200 students how to
fly. He also was a flying instructor at the Granite City Flying
Club and the Civil Air Patrol.
In 1969 Voth, who in 1952
had earned a degree from
SCSU in industrial arts (and in
1971 a degree in industrial technology), stopped teaching for "'
the Aero Club after the FAA
said he no longer had to teach
maneuvers like spins and dives-
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some of what he enjoyed most
about being an instructor. "People these days have it too easy,"
he says. "All they have to do is
look at gauges to fly the plane.
If they go into a spin they' re not
trained to fly their way out."
In the early 1950s the Aero
Club joined the National Intercollegiate Flying Association
(NIFA). Their team, the Flying

Saints, competed all over the
United States. In 1959, '60,
'61 the club took home the national championship.
A significant contributor to
· the success of the club over the
years was Roland "Doc" Anderson, who was director for 26
years. A year ago Anderson wa,s
inducted into the Minnesota
Aviation Hall of Fame, the first
non-professional pilot to achieve
this high honor. Another major ·
contributor to the club was Bob
Steeler, a former Navy pilot and
local area pilot. When Steeler
died in 1963, he left $15,000 to
the club. Part of that bequest is
invested and anoth~r portion
paid for a plane called the
"Beach Musketeer." Both Anderson and Steeler have scholarships awarded annually in their
name for exceptional Aero Club
students.
The spirit of Voth, Anderson, Steeler and the other Aero
Club members have had a significant impact on the progress
and success of the SCSU aviation program. With 160 members - one of the largest nonathletics organizations on campus - the club still is going
strong. And at $40 to join and
$30 for annual dues, it's still a
relative bargain in flying circles.
The Aero Club continues to fulfill its original objective: providing students, faculty and staff
with reasonable aircraft rates for
training and transportation.

+

+ Aviation program enrollment
has grown to more than 300
students - 100 more than the
1991-92 academic year.

+ This popular SCSU program has
attracted students from Sweden, Norway, France, Japan,
Taiwan, Iceland, China and
. Mexico - along with each of
the 50 states. Most, however,
continue to be from Minnesota
and Wisconsin.

+ Of the five 1995 recipients nationwide of the National Air
Transportation Foundation's
$2,500 Pioneers of Flight scholarship, three are SCSU aviation
majors. Brenda Johnson,
Matthew Tlmpany and
Richard Svardahl were selected this year to receive the prestigious scholarship.

+ Lisa Mattson, who graduated
with a degree in aviation operations in 1990, received the
highest score ever achieved on
the FM Academy screening.
She was placed at Minneapolis
International Airport Tower,
where she was certified in
record time.

+ John Stevenson, freshman
from Minneapolis majoring in .
aviation-professional flight, is
the first recipient of the Northwest Airlines scholarship established for African American students interested in pursuing
flight careers. The 1993 Brooklyn Center High School graduate "always wanted to be a pilot" and earned his private license in 1993. His career goal
is to be a flight captain for a
major airline.

+ Members of the SCSU flight
team placed second in the Region V National Intercollegiate
Flying Association 's Safety and
Flight Evaluation Conference.
Members of the team are
Brenda Johnson, Don Jordan, Brad Johannes, Jon
Lasneski, Mike Fritsche, Troy
Lesmeister, Derek Heidelberg, David V. Smith, Vicki
Angell and Scott Taylor.

Students in the original SCSU Aero Club, formed in
1948, with the $400 Piper J 3 Cub the club . pur,

chased with $20 contributions from each member.
Photo courtesy SCSV Archives.
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Gold-Biss honored as state's best

Theatre program
accredited
SCSU's Department of
Theatre and Film Studies has
become one of only 100 theater
programs in the nation-and
the only program in the MnSCU system-to earn accreditation from the National Association of Schools of Theatre
(N.A.S.T.).
"Thanks are due to my
hard-working colleagues-the
faculty and staff who have
made ours a program strong
enough to meet the high standards of N.A.S.T.," says department Chair Brad Chisholm. "I
also commend our students.
Their talent and enthusiasm
made quite a favorable impression on our visiting evaluators
last year." Chisholm also extends credit for this honor to
support from the administration and to former department
Chair Lin Holder, who initiated
the accreditation process more
than two years ago.
Accreditation means graduates of this department who apply to graduate schools and for
employment will have doors
opened more readily, Chisholm
says. "This can be regarded as
assurance that our program
doesn't have omissions, that we
provide a thorough education."
St. Olaf and the University
of Minnesota-Twin Cities have
the only other nationally accredited theatre programs in
the state.

First honored by Student
Government as SCSU's Teacher
of the Year, Michael Gold-Biss,
political science faculty, recently
received statewide recognition
for his dedication to students and for the respect that dedication has earned him.
In ceremonies March 26,
Rep. Tony Kinkel presented
Gold-Biss with the 1996 Higher
Education Teaching Excellence
Award on the floor of the Minnesota House of Representatives. His nomination for the
state award for best teacher
among all Minnesota State University faculties was a direct result of the honor he received on
his own campus.
"I'm very excited and
thrilled about this award, especially since it began with students," Gold-Biss said. "I think
the students see me as accessible
and feel comfortable participating in my classes."
A native of Bogota, Colombia, and the author of two
books and numerous published
articles, Gold-Biss appreciated
the personalized education he
received while at high school,

Kudos to ...

while he was at Lafayette College as an undergraduate, at the
University of Delaware, where
he received his master's degree,
and American University,.
School of International Service,
where he earned his Ph.D. in international relations. He wants
to do the same for his students.
"I always try to personalize education for my students, to know
the names and faces of all who
are in my classes," he says.
" I think the best classes are
those in which we can all engage. I encourage all my students to give their opinions
both in and outside of class."
He also welcomes questions
from students about their future education and career choices and is frequently contacted
by alumni for advice and conversation.
In order to get the most
from their education, students
must overcome shyness or reticence they may have about asking questions or sharing their
beliefs, he says. "I always emphasize that when you come to college, you need to learn to communicate."

Michael Gold-Biss is surrounded by the Central Minnesota legislative
delegation and SCSU Vice President Gene Gilchrist. From left are Rep.
Steve Dehler, Rep. Jeff Bertram, Rep. Leslie Schumacher, Gold-Biss,
Rep. Jim Knobloch, Gilchrist, and Rep. Joe Opatz. Photo courtesy of Minnesota House of Representatives .
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!is. Tom previously coached
pro hockey in England.
DON GADOW '82, Annandale, a member of the
English department at
Winona State University,
returned to Minnesota State
University-Akita, Japan to
teach general education English classes for tl1e 1995-96
academic year. Don previously taught in the same capacity at MSU-A during the
1993-94 school year and is
the author of Heartland
Humor.
MICHAEL JOBES '82,
Lansdale, Pa., graduated
MS cum laude in nursing
from Montgomery County -

Don Gadow '82
Community College in Blue
Bell. Michael was a member
of Phi Theta Kappa, an intemational honor society,
and was selected to Who's
Who Among American Ju_nior Colleges. Michael was

presented with the Army
Nurse Corp's Spirit ofNursing Award, and named to
the national dean's list. He
currently is employed as a
registered nurse at Montgomery Hospital, and attending Villanova University.
MICHAEL JOBES '82,
Lansdale, Pa., recently graduated cum laude with a degree
in nursing from Montgomery County Community
College at Blue Bell, Pa. H e
is a registered nurse at Montgomery Hospital in Norristown, Pa., and is attending
Villanova University. He
and his wife Sally have two
daughters.

ROSIE MORAN '82, St.
Cloud, is director of fund development for St. Benedict's
Center in St. Cloud.
KAY SNYDER '82, St.
Cloud, is the treasurer of the
Steams Benton Bar Association and a member of the
American Red Cross Board
of Directors. She graduated
magna cum laude from
SCSU and cum laude from
Hamline University School
of Law.
DAN BREHMER '83, Bemidji, opened his own CPA
office in Bemidji in 1994, af.
ter spending three years with
T ouche Ross (now Deloitte
T ouche), a year with First

This year marks the 15th anniversary of the SCSU Survey,
founded in 1980 by Steve
Frank, political science, who
was joined in 1984 by co-director John Murphy, sociology,
The Survey has conducted scientific random sample telephone surveys for such clients·
as the Minnesota State Lottery,
the National Parks and .Conservation Association and Sierra
Club, local school districts, and
daily newspapers.
· Yi Zheng, electrical engineering, has been appointed
chair of the Institute of Electrical Electronics Engineering Region 4 Student Activity Committee. Region 4 of IEEE, the
world's largest professional engineering society, includes all universities in 10 states in the upper Midwest and the province
of Ontario, Can. It includes
such highly ranked universities
as Purdue and the universities of
Illinois and Michigan. Founded
in 1884, the society has more
than 300,000 members and
publishes more than 100 professional journals. In conjunction
with Zheng' s appointment, a
student from SCSU will be selected to be student chair of the
regional committee.
Julie Andrzejewski, human
relations, has edited the fifth
edition of her text Oppression
and Social Justice: Critical
Frameworks, Simon and Schuster, 1996. Andrzejewski has
been asked to serve on the
· board of directors for the Center for Campus Organizing. Several articles in the book are
written by SCSU faculty, including: "Some Myths About
Crime" by John Alessio; "The
Hidden System of Neocolonialism" by Polly Kellogg; "Blacks
in America: American Mythology and Miseducation" by Luke
Tripp; "From Personal Tragedy
to group consciousness: The
Movement for Disability
Rights" by Marj Schneider;
"Disabled Characters in Children's Literature" by Marj

Banks, and six years with a
local CPA firm.
LORI MORGAN '83, Chatfield, is a registered assistant
at Merrill Lynch in
Rochester. Her husband,
Wes, is Territory Manager
for NFIB in Iowa. Lori and
Wes have three children.
JOHN QAKE) PIOTROWSKI '83, Hastings, was promoted to manual manager at
Agia Div. of Bayer in Plymouth, where he' s been employed for the past six years.
RICK RASSIER, '83 and
'89, St. Cloud, teaches second and third graders at Foley Elementary School and is
a volleyball coach. Sixty-three

Schneider and D.J. Moss; and
"Intersection of Gender, Race
and Environment: Colonial and
Post-Colonial Policies" by Esther Wangari.
John Peck, biology, rewrote
the Instructors Resource Manual for the new 5th edition of Environmental Science, by Nebel
and Wright, Prentice-Hall. Fees
earned went to the Jacki Hanson Environmental Studies
Scholarship.
Jeffrey Ringer, speech communications, has received the
1995 Myers Center Award for
the Study of Human Rights in
North America for his work
editing the book Queer Words
Queer Images: Communication
and the Construction of Homosexuality in 1994. The award is
given each year for books published the previous year. The
Gustavus Myers Center offers
annual awards for the best scholarship on the subject of intolerance in North America.
David Jerde, physics, is the
author of Principles of Physics,
published this year by McGrawHill. To date, this introductory
physics text for colleges and universities has been adopted by
more than 60 institutions across
the United States and Canada.
F. Barry Schrieber~ criminal justice, was interviewed recently by Daniel Zwerdling of
National Public Radio's "All
Things Considered-Weekend
Edition." He was queried about
current ATM fraud scams being
used in the United States.
A new book by Thomas
O'Toole, interdisciplinary studies, Historical Dictionary of
Guinea, third edition, has been
published as No. 16 in a series
of African Historical Dictionaries by the Scarecrow Press, Inc.
Lanham, Md., and London.
Linda Havir, sociology/anthropology, recently published a
book, But Will They Use It? Social Service Utilization by Rural Elderly, which is part of'the
Garland Studies on the Elderly
in America by Garland Publishing.

days out of the year, he
speaks to older students
about the dangers of alcohol
abuse. Rick played volleyball
at St. Cloud State University
and has toured both nationally and internationally with
teams.
HEIDI LYNN STUTEL
BERG '83, Lester Prairie, is
the secretary for her church
in Plato. Heidi home
schools her six-year-old
daughter. Heidi and her
husband have two children,
and they own nine acres of
land where they raise rahbits and chickens.
LYNNE TWEED SCH ENDEL '83, Santee, Calif., was

named Editor of Antiques
and Collectibles Newsmagazine. Lynne and husband Gary have a three-yearold daughter named Lydia.
EVE E. SATHER '83, Vancouver, Wash., accepted a
position as communications
manager with Solutions Resources Inc., a computer
consulting firm.
SHERRI FISCHER OXLEY
'83, Coon Rapids, is employed by the Anoka County Achieve in Blaine as a
Training Assistant. Sherri
and her husband Rich have
a seven-year-old daughter
and a four- year-old son.
RICHARD J. OXLEY '83,

Foundation Report

Founders make a difference in enhancing the
tradition of excellence and opportunity at SCSU
n the last issue of OUTLOOK, my
Foundation report dealt with
the growing
need for private support in
making St.
Cloud State
Shawn Teal
one of the ten
Executive Director,
best undergradSCSU Foundation
uate universities in the United States in ten years. Current state support covers only 40 percent
of the annual operating cost of the university. The remainder is met by tuition, fees,
grants and private gifts. Today St. Cloud
State is primarily state-assisted, not statesupported, which is central to a growing
need for a public/private partnership to
continue its tradition of excellence and opportunity. St. Cloud State is a place rich
with opportunities. More than 1,250 faculty and other staff work with nearly 15,000
students in and out of the classroom- influencing their development, providing entry
into the life-long career fields, enhancing
professional achievement through graduate
programs, and providing mentors and role
models.
More than 60 percent of our students
are the first generation in their families to
attend college. They come seeking to make
their lives more satisfying, productive and
rewarding. The opportunity they will find
at St. Cloud State is due much in part to
the support of the SCSU Founders. This
year the Founders' goal for the annual fund
is $1.2 million in unrestricted forward
fund and restricted support. To date, close
to $900,000 in gifts has been received, leaving $300,000 to be raised by June 30, 1996
in order to achieve our goal.
The university depends on this private
gift support to maintain and enhance the
mission. Each year thousands of alumni,
faculty, corporations, foundations and special friends of SCSU support the university as members of the Founders. SCSU
Founders was established to recognize

Coon Rapids, accepted a
position as an a/v communications specialist in the
public affairs/communications department with Minnegasco.
HING-CHEUNG FRANK
KUOK '83, '86, El Monte,
Calif., works as a computer
programmer in Anaheim.
KATHLEEN PRATT '84,
Eden Prairie, is a kindergarten teacher for the Eden
Prairie Public Schools.
Kathleen was the summer
recreation coordinator for
the City of St. Louis Park.
She received her mast~r• s
degree in education from
the University of Minnesota

these generous donors whosupport the
mission of St. Cloud State University.
Members of the Founders pledge annual
gifts to the unrestricted Forward Fund or
for restricted purposes. With gifts from the
Founders, the university continues to
strengthen the educational programs offered at SCSU, while providing the opportunity of a college education to tomorrow's
student.

What your gift accomplishes
Unrestricted Forward Fund gifts- Because Forward Fund gifts are unrestricted,
they provide the university with flexibility
to address important needs at the university wherever they arise. Because public support is only 40 percent, Forward Fund
gifts assist the university in addressing
these needs which can't be covered by the
university's limited budget. For example,
technology, computer support and connectivity are becoming increasing needs at
SCSU. last year unrestricted Forward
Fund gifts helped to create a new computer user area desperately needed within the
librarys. The need for this technology was
long overdue and could only be met
through private gifts. The Forward Fund
also provides support for a number of other areas:
0 Student scholarships provide access to ·
education through scholarships awarded
to needy students and provide competitive scholarships to merit students considering attending St. Cloud State.
0 Faculty/staff development grants provide opportunities for faculty to continue their growth and research.
0 Campus facilities are enhanced through
grants for equipment and special projects
0 Library resource support supplement
the budget for needed library materials
and help ensure adequate learning resources for study.
Restricted gifts-Gifts may be restricted
by the donor and are often designated to
specific programs within the university or
specific academic areas. Academic departments use gifts for scholarships or to enrich the curriculum.

in June.
LOUANN BONINE I.ARSON '84, Coon Rapids, has
been working at Big Lake
Schools for the past ten
years as a speech-language
pathologist.
SHERRI STERN
RADEMACHER '84,
Nashville, Tenn., is the executive director for the Tennessee Council for the
Hearing Impaired. Sherri is
married to Jeff Rademacher.
They have one daughter
who is eleven years old.
GREGG TUCEK '84, Ea- ·
gan, is the most recent litigator to join Gray Plant
Mooty law firm practicing

in litigation. Gregg graduated cum laude from William
Mitchell College of Law in
1993. Prior to joining Gray
Plant Mooty Gregg worked
for Burlington Northern
Railroad, IDS Financial Services, and the law firm Doherty, Rumble and Butler.
PAUL WIPPLER '84, Sauk
Rapids, his wife SHARON
WHIPPLER own.Czarnetzki
Hardware Hank in downtown Sauk Rapids. They
both work in the store. Paul
also operates Rapid Rain, a
sprinkler system installation
business. Earlier this year,
the Minnesota Jaycees
named Paul among the 10

Each year in November St. Cloud
State University celebrates Founders Day,
a day to recognize not only the annual support which is given by more than 14,000
alumni, parents, friends, corporations and
foundations to St. Cloud State, but also to
honor the ongoing partnership many play
in advancing the mission of St. Cloud
State University. New members of the
Founders are honored as well as individuals as part of the Founders giving societies.
Founders are members of one of several
donor clubs. As members they pledge to
give an annual gift to the university at one
of the following levels:
River Club
$100- 249
Oak Club
$250- 499
Granite Club
$500- 999
Presiden.t's Club '$1,000 or more
annually
Within the President's Club, special
recognition is given to those who contribute to those who contribute $5,000 or
more annually.
Talahi Associates (individual donors)
$5,000 annually
Corporate Sponsors (corporate donors)
$5,000 annually to athletics

Cumulative Giving Societies
Special appreciation ha; been given
to donors for their continued commitment
and relationship over several years toward
advancing the tradition and excellence at
St. Cloud State University. The following
societies have been established to recognize
cumulative giving:

Ira Moore Society $25,000- 49,999
Ira Moore was the first administrator at St. Cloud State, 1868-187 5.
Isabelle Lawrence Society
$50,000- 99,999
Isabelle Lawrence helped established
St. Cloud's reputation of teacher preparation program served as director of the
model school, Riverview, and also
served as the first female president of St.
Cloud State 1915 -1916.
Old Main Society $100,000- 249,999
Old Main was the first building constructed for the Third State Normal
School. It was completed in 1874 and
was enlarged and remodeled several

Outstanding Young Minnesotans of 1995. Paul and
Sharon have three children,
Tommy, Justin and Adam.
SCOTT A. FREBURG '84,
Vadnais Heights, is production manager at Land Management Information Center
in St. Paul.
STEPHANIE JUSSII.A,
'84, '94, St. Cloud, is the
physician services/affiliate
clinic coordinator for Central Minnesota Health
Plan. She is also a member
of the St. Cloud Area
Chamber of Commerce,
volunteer counselor at Caritas Family Services, a member on the Board of Di rec-

tors for the Land of Lakes
Girl Scout Council and
chairperson of the Annual
Giving Campaign.
I.AURIE M. MATHIS '84,
Austin, Texas, completed
her master's degree at Trinity
University in San Antonio
and is currently working on
her doctorate in mathematics
education at the University
of Texas. Laurie is the assistant principal at Westview
Middle School in Austin,
Texas.
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GARY SZALKIEWICZ,
Chanhassen, began a new
position as general sales

times. Old Main was the primary classroom building for 74 years, until Stewart
Hall was opened in 1948.

Riverview Society $250,000- 499,999
Riverview Hall was built in 1913 to
house a new laboratory school under the
direction of Isabelle Lawrence who
called it "one of the finest school build- ·
ings in the United States." In this building, local children received an excellent
education, while Normal School students learned to be teachers.
Waite A. Shoemaker Society
$500,000- 999,999
Waite Shoemaker, class of1881, was
president 1902-1916. As a faculty member, he served as the first editor of Nomalia, a student newspaper. He was the
first president of the Third State Normal
School to hold a doctorate degree.
George A. Selke Society
$1,000,000 or more
George A. Selke, class of 1913, was
the eighth president, serving from 19271946. He acquired the Beaver Islands,
Talahi Park and lodge, the quarry lands
and the land where Selke Field now
stands. During his tenure, a four-year
course of study was approved and the
Teachers' College joined the American
Association of Colleges and Universities, and was first accredited by the
North Central Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools.
These cumulative societies not only remember the tradition and legacy of St.
Cloud State University, but also recognize
the tremendous commitment and support
of the Founders of SCSU. As the university moves toward the new millennium, the
role of the Founders as part of the public/private partnership becomes ever more
crucial in continuing the tradition of excellence and opportunity at St. ClouJ State
University. I invite you to join the over
14,000 members of the Founders in supporting the continued quality of the university, while promoting future accessibility
to tomorrow's student. You will make a
difference when you become an SCSU
Founder in making your university one of
the ten best.

manager with Thiele Engineering, which is a division
of the Barry Wehmiller
Company of St. Louis, Mo.
KATHY NOTTINGHAM,
Eagan, was promoted to director of software product
management at Cray Researcher Inc.
MAUREEN FOGARTY
DAEHN, Brooklyn Park, is
currently working at First
Bank as a financial analyst.
TERRI THEIS GERDES,
Sartell, and husband Jeff
have recently moved back to
St. Cloud. Terri and Jeff are
both beginning new medical
practices. They have two chi!dren, ages three and ten.

BETH H. GROVER, Shoreview, is a newly certified civil
trial specialist. She works
with the Soucie, Buchman,
Grover & Bolt firm in
Anoka.
PEG (MARUERITE) IARSON MATUSESKI, Minneapolis, is a senior underwriter at the largest reinsurer
in tl1e United States, General Reinsurance Corporation,
in St. Paul.
BRAD MILLER, Highland,
Mich., is the district sales
manager in the Detroit market for M&M and Mars.
GREGORY S. SWENSON,
Stow, Ohio, was recently accepted into International
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Faculty/Staff campaign
begins 15th year

Higgins electrical
engineering scholarship
established
The Robert A Higgins Electrical Engineering Scholarship
fund has been created with donations from faculty, staff and
former graduates of the SCSU
Department of Electrical Engineering.
Recipients will be electrical
engineering majors who have
an active membership in the
IEEE or SWE professional organizations and have a need for
financial assistance. A scholarship committee from the Department of Electrical Engineering will determine recipients.
Robert A. Higgins was a faculty member of the department
from 1985-1995.

The annual Faculty/Staff campaign at SCSU has been a tradition on our campus since 1982.
This year marks the 15th year
for this important campaign.
President Bruce Grube has announced that he has named
Ruth Meyer, chairperson of business computer information systems (BCIS), to head this year's
campaign.
"I am truly impressed with the
widespread and generous support our faculty, staff and emeriti demonstrate through this
campaign," said Grube. "This
support is one of the many reasons SCSU is such a fine institution. As the campaign begins
its 15th year, I am proud to let
people know that over the years,
our faculty, staff and emeriti
have contributed more than one
and a quarter million dollars to
SCSU. 11
"I am also delighted that
Ruth Meyer has agreed to head
this year's campaign. I know
that she'll provide excellent leadership to this important campaign, 11 said Grube. Meyer has
been at St. Cloud State since
1978, teaching first in the math
and statistics department, and
then moving to BCIS in 1981.
In addition to being a long-time

Senior Pledge Campaign co-chairs Kristina Riggs, left, and Kaine Kerkhoff encourage SCSU seniors to donate to the campaign. Photo by Jim Altobell.

faculty member, Meyer also is
the parent of a daughter and a
son, both graduates of SCSU.
"My years at St. Cloud State
have been very good ones for
me, bqth as a faculty member
and as a parent I am looking
forward to serving SCSU as
chair of this year's Faculty/Staff
campaign," said Meyer. "I have
been involved with the campaign for many years, as a volun-·
teer solicitor and as a team captain. I know that our support
makes many important things
possible on campus. And, in
this time of declining state support for higher education, our
support is more important than
ever, 11 she said.
Last year's Faculty/Staff campaign was led by Doug Risberg,
professor of human relations.
The 1995 campaign raised
$154,018 in gifts from 693 faculty, staff and emeriti donors.
This total does not include a gift
of $53,590 from the William
Lindgren estate.

Senior Pledge Program
enters third year
SCSU's third annual Senior
Pledge Campaign kicked off this
year on January 1 7 - the night
of one of our worst snowstorms
of the winter. But that didn't deter the 20-some volunteers who
turned out to launch this year's
drive. These key volunteers began the campaign with leadership pledges of over $6,000!
Now, these volunteers are meeting with their peers, asking other Seniors to join them in making a five year pledge to St.
Cloud State.
The Senior Pledge Campaign began with the Class of
1994. Members of the campaign
team ask graduating seniors to
make a five-year pledge for future gifts to St. Cloud State.
The first gift is due during the
year following graduation. "I
have been enormously im-

C L A S S N O , T E S'
Who's Who of Professionals. He currently serves on
the Board of Directors of
Advanced Container Management Systems (A.C.M.S.)
in Cleveland, Ohio, and is
employed by Pepsi Cola
Company as territory development manager. Gregory
married Dr. Mia Evasovich
last year. In 1991, he earned
his master's of business administration from the University of Minnesota.
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JANNET WALSH
KLOHN, Sittard, Netherlands, moved to the Netherlands with her husband

Mark. She recently registered
with the local Dutch version
of the chamber of commerce
to do both freelance photog-_
raphy for the media and
non-photojournalist work.
She works with JWK Foto.
LAURIE (MICHAEL)
KUMEROW, Woodbury,
recently joined Rapp Collins
Communications in Minneapolis as copywriter and
Internet marketing consultant.
HEIDI ANN THOMAS
STUDER, Clearwater,
works at Travelers Express
as a specialist.
DAN KNOLL, St. Cloud,
was promoted to sergeant at

the Stearns County Sheriff's
Dept.
STEPHEN R. MATLON,
Eden Prairie, was promoted
to regional sales manager
for Levolor Home Fashions
in the Western United
States.
STEVEN ALBERS, Shoreview, works as principal development engineer for
Honeywell in Minneapolis.
In 1992, Steven was recognized for his design work
on gyroscopes, the device
used for navigation and
guidance in a variety of aerospace systems. He received
two awards from Honeywell: The Honeywell Tech-
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nical Achievement Award,
and the H.W. Sweatt
Award, which is Honeywell' s top technical award.
Currently, new products for
Honeywell are evolving as
part of Steven's work.
CATHY SAIKO ZULKOSKY, St. Cloud, is a computer teacher and a second
grade teacher in the St.
Cloud School District.
REBECCA SAWYER
SMITH, Lakewood, Colo.,
is a management officer for
the U.S. Department of Veteran' s Affairs. Rebecca received her master's degree
from George Washington
University in 1988.

Send in these alumni surveys! scsu Alumni and Foundation Center staff Paula Chandler, left, and Melissa Primus pour over
the thousands of completed alumni surveys that have been completed.
Chandler and Primus encourage those alumni who have not sent their
survey in yet to please do so. Plwto by Jim Altobell.
I

pressed with our Senior Pledge
volunteers each year," said Kay
Sebastian, director of the Annual Fund. "Our volunteers are
hard-working, dedicated and enthusiastic representatives of .
SCSU, and it is a pleasure to
work with them. This year, seven of our volunteers have also
been selected to receive the university's Excellence in Leader11
ship award, said Sebastian.
Co-chairs of this year's campaign are Kaine Kerkhoff, management major, and Kristina
Riggs, accounting major. Kristina is continuing a SCSU family
tradition, her father, Robert
Riggs, and brothers, Scott and
Brent, also are alumni.

Sykora fine .arts
fund established
The establishment of the fully funded Merle Sykora Fine
Arts Fund endowment to support scholarships, fine arts faculty exchanges, exhibitions, or
purchases of fine art/crafts
which are related to the Czech
Republic has been announced
by the SCSU Foundation.
Sykora, professor of art, retires at the close of the 1995-96
academic year. He created this
endowment with a number of
gifts given over a period of years.
Investment earnings from the

C L A.

fund will support scholarships or
creative projects. Scholarships
awarded will go to art majors,
and preference will be given to
students pursuing a bachelor of
·fine arts or master of arts. Preference will be given to students
planning to study in the Czech
Republic through the SCSU international studies program.
Sykora, who is a 1960 graduate of Mankato State University,
joined the SCSU faculty in
1965, the same year he earned
an M.S. in education at SCSU.
Of his contributions to campus
and community, Dean Michael
Connaughton, College of Fine
Arts and Humanities, said: "All
you need to do to see the extent ·
of Merle Sykora' s contributions
to the university is to just walk
around. His art work is exhibited all over the campus. He designed the banners used at graduation and has had a hand in
many redecorating projects. He
has been the person on this
campus whose opinion is the
most widely sought in design
matters."

SSNOTES
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DR. E.J. CRANE, Wake
Forest University, WinstonSalem, N.C., presented a paper on kinetic studies on
wild-type and mutant
NADH peroxidase at a seminar in November, at the
University at Wageningen in
Landbonuniverstat in Amsterdam.
JOHN ELSEN, N.Y., filmed
a commercial for Bud Ice
beer.that debuted during the
Superbowl. The spot was
filmed in London.
JULIE ELLEN HANSON
NELSON, New London,
has been married for seven

years to Daniel Scott Ne!son, and is the proud mother of a 16-month old boy
named Seth David.
MICHAEL}.
BENGSTON, St. Cloud,
was elected president of St.
Cloud Morning Optimist
Club for October 1995-September 1996.
KARI JEAN FABIAN,
Brooklyn Park, along with
her husband, finished her
training of internal medicine
at the University of Washington last June. The couple
has moved back to Minneapolis, and Kari is now an
intern at North Clinic.
GARETT GENTILINI, Dal-

_,,,,

las, Texas, is now a statistician for budget rent-a-car.
PATRICIA HILLEREN ,
Minneapolis, was recently a
visiting faculty member from
the University of Minnesota
at Carleton College. In 1994
and 1995, Patricia was
awarded the Cyprus P. Barnum Award for Excellence
in Teaching at the University
-of Minnesota. She received
her doctorate degree from
the University of Minnesota.
CAPT. JOHN L MOHS,
Parris Island, S.C., has been
cited for superior performance of duty while serving
witl1 the Marine Corps. He
recently received the Navy
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Life insurance gifts benefit the university and donors
by William R. Flanary, CLU

life insurance is an often times forgotten
but none the less important gift which can
be given to St. Cloud State. The main benefit in using life insurance is the leverage between the cost to purchase and the ultimate
proceeds of the life insurance policy. This
inevitable gain is the same reason that we
as individuals secure our families' futures
with life insurance.
People who choose life insurance to fulfill their philanthropic wishes are part of
SCSU's planned giving program. Because
of the flexibility of life insurance, it may be
used in many ways to make a charitable gift.
Among these are the outright gift of an existing policy, naming a charity as beneficiary with the donor retaining ownership, arranging with the Foundation to purchase a
life insurance on the donor's life, or making
a major gift and using tax savings to fund a
wealth replacement policy.
Uses of a new policy for future gifts.
Donors can provide for a future gift at low

cost through the purchase of a new life insurance policy naming the SCSU Foundation as beneficiary. Older donors will find
that the cost of acquiring life insurance has
become much more affordable. Even more
leverage is available when two donors (usually husband and wife) purchase a two life,
second-to-die policy.
Uses of an existing policy. In many cases a donor may want to make a gift of an existing policy. Over time, needs change and
we find that we no longer need one more of
our life insurance policies. In that case, outright gifts of the policy can be made. Or,
SCSU may be named as a full or partial
beneficiary of the policy.
Benefits to the donor and to the St.
Cloud State. Both income tax and estate
tax may be reduced when gifts of life insurance are given. To see how this could benefit you, talk with a member of the SCSU
Foundation staff and your insurance, legal
and accounting professionals. Insurance
gifts to the Foundation can establish en-

College of Arts and Sciences.
She was the dean of the College
of Science and Technology from
1984 until her retirement in

1990.
Scholarships from the endowment will be for SCSU
women students who are strong
academically, with a 3.5 grade
point average.ot higher, and
who are committed to and show
an aptitude for teaching math.
At the time the scholarships will
be made available, a scholarship committee will be formed
from faculty in the Department
of Mathematics.

Louise Johnson

Louise Johnson endowed
scholarship established

L

and Marine Corps Commendation Medal. John
joined the Marine Corps in
May 1987, seIVed in the Persian Gulf, and continues to
seIVe in other areas.

A

Chalstrom/Anderson
scholarship endowed

St. Cloud State University Foundation,
a Minnesota corporation.

Chalstrom/Anderson, cont'd.

the scholarship also honors
Chalstrom's great uncle, a 1925
SCSU graduate who was a role
model and inspiration for his
great nephew to earn a university degree. Chalstrom was a review appraiser for the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development after graduating from SCSU with a major in
history and a minor'in physical
education. The Cambridge
High School graduate served in
the U.S. Navy for four years
and attended Anoka-Ramsey
Community College before
transferring to SCSU. Anderson, a Glendorado, Minn., native, spent the majority of his
life in Washington state.
The first awarding of this
scholarship will occur in the
fall of 1997.

Please contact Jan DeBerry Zniewski, Director of Development, for assistance in making a planned gift to the university. (320)
255-4970 or E-MAIL
jzniewski@tigger.stcloud.msus.edu

Bill Flanary graduated in 1971 with a
Bachelor of Science degree in Business
Management. He has been in the life insurance business since 1977 and has seroed on
his association boards, both local and state,
and was president of his local professional
association. Currently, he seroes on the
SCSV Alumni Association Board.

1989. When he died recently,
his gift fully funded the scholarship endowment. "Richard was
very pleased both with the opportunity to help students and
his choice to use a life insurance

polity for his gift. He was a
_thoughtful, generous person,"
says Jan DeBerry Zniewski, director of development.
Endowed by 1974 SCSU
graduate Richard Chalstrom,

Now is the time ... to make a difference for St. Cloud State!
This year's Annual Fund goal is $1 .2 million, with $400,000 of that goal targeted for the Forward Fund. W e are well
on the way to reaching our goal, but we need your help to make it a reality! Your gifts help support critical scholarship' needs, department programs and projects, a faculty/staff grants program, the Alumni Association, and essential
campus needs for technology.

Please make a gift today and help keep SCSU's tradition of excellence and opportunity strong!
_Yes, I/we want to be partners in SCSU's tradition of excellence and opportunity.
Enclosed is my/our gift of: $ _ _ _ __

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Richard Chalstrom created
the Richard Chalstrom/Raymond Anderson Scholarship in
Real Estate for real estate majors
who aspire both to be productive members of society and to
enter a real estate-related career.
Chalstrom named the
SCSU Foundation as beneficiary in a life insurance policy in
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er/traffic manager for Q-107
Contemporary Christian
Radio. Jana and her husband Rick have three children, Stacy, Andrew, and
Brianna. CATHERINE
BRACKET, Isanti, i~ her
. eighth year of teaching first
grade. Catherine is a school
ROB LEVERSON, Apple
teacher for the CambridgeValley, was the first place
Isanti school district. She
middleweight champion at
and her husband built a
the 1995 Minnesota State
house in Blaine and are enBodybuilding Champijoying home ownership.
onships, and the Upper
Midwest Natural Bodybuild- AIAN KUMPUIA, Fridley,
is the new corporate trainer
ing Champions. Rob also
for Saks Fifth Avenue in
was the overall champion
New York, New York.
for 1995.
MICHAEL A. KING, PeJANA MARIE STORMO,
Fosston, is the office manag- quot Lakes, has been certi-
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Note: for naming the university as a beneficiary, we suggest the following:

_My/our gift can be matched by my employer or my spouse's employer. My matching gift form is enclosed.

Louise Johnson, retired
SCSU dean, has endowed the
Louise H. Johnson Teachers of
Math Scholarship. The endowment will be funded by a gift of
life insurance.
Johnson, who earned an
Ed.D. in mathematics from the
University of Northern Colorado, joined the faculty of the
SCSU Department of Mathematics in 1963, and served
from 1976-1984 as dean of the

C

dowed scholarships, provide library materials, assist departments, and meet other important needs of the University.
You can be sure that a gift of life insurance will be gratefully accepted.
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Address:-----------------------------------City/State/Zip: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - P h o n e : - - - - - - - - Please consider becoming an SCSU Founder, or contributing the cost of one credit at SCSU today: $59.16.

SCSU Founders:
River Club
Oak Club
Granite Club
President's Club

S

fied as a registered electrical
engineer by the State of Minnesota. He joined Gausman
& Moore's Brainerd office
in 1991 as an engineering
designer and is now chief
electrical engineer.
BRENDA MADSEN, Prior
Lake, just moved back to
Minnesota from Florida with
her husband Tony. Brenda
is currently staying home
with her two sons.
SANDRA G. SKRIEN,
Ketchikan, Alaska, was
named assistant manager at
the new Southeast Alaska
Visitor Center in Ketchikan,
Alaska.
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Please make your check
payable to the SCSU
Foundation. The gift
year ends June 30.

$100 to $249
$250 to $500
$500 to $999
$1,000 & above
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MICHELE KING, Andover, is the assistant service center/video lead and
customer seIVice trainer for
Cub Foods. Michele has
two daughters, Hannah age
three-and-a-half and Haley
age two.
SARAH GOBLIRSCH
KIENHOU, Uno Lakes, accepted a teaching position at
Centennial Junior High
School in Circle Pines.
KENNETH HENDRICKSON, Franklin, Ind., was
promoted to the position of
director of Residence life at
Franklin College. MARY

Steve Carlson '89
CAROLYN MARKFORT
BARTHEL, Baxter, was recently hired as an instructor
of the Public Welfare Financial Worker program at
Central Lakes College in
Brainerd.
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STEVE S. CARLSON,
Monticello, has been promoted to senior commission
and production specialist at
The Prudential in Plymouth.
JEFFREY THOMAS CULHANE, Palatine, Pa., is a
sales training director for the
Illinois American Greeting
Card Company.
MICHELLE FISCHBACH,
Paynesville, became a member of the Minnesota Senate
this past fall. Michelle had
been a Paynesville City
Council member until her
election to the senate. She
also has seIVed as a member
of the Paynesville Economic
Development Authority, the
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Paynesville Solid Waste
Committee and Minnesota
Citizens Concerned for life.
She owns a novelty store.
!ANETTE IARSON-OLSON, Madison L,ke, is a
special education teacher at
Mankato East High School.
She and her husband David
have one daughter.

li~~o
CARIA DANIELSON,
North Mankato, accepted a
position of director of communications for the School
Sisters of Notre Dame in
Mankato. The School Sisters are a world-wide ministry supporting humanit:ar-
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Final notice!
Attention 19851994 alumni:
Career Services has implemented a policy change
regarding the storage of credential files. Career Services
no longer will be archiving
credential files and will be
returning the original files
to their corresponding alumni for safe keeping. The candidates who are affected
most by this policy are those
who have an original or
"hard copy" credential file
stored with Career Services
and have graduated between
1985 and 1994.
If you are affected by this
policy change, you should
have received an individual
letter from Career Services
detailing the policy, cost, and
the return process. If you
did not receive this letter
and would like your file returned to you, contact Career Services by writing to
Lu Meemken, Career Services, SCSU, 720 S. Fourth
Ave., St Cloud, MN 56301 4498, or by calling 320-2552165.
It is important to note
that Career Services is only
forwarding those credential
files that are in hard copy
form. The credential files of
alumni graduating before
1985 have been transferred
to microfilm and therefore
not included in this policy.

Please understand:
Credential files of those
who do not respond to
this policy will be confidentially destroyed!

ian projects.
BRENT D. PlACKNER,
River Falls, Wis., graduated
from the physician' s assistant program at the University of Osteopathic Medicine and Health Service in
Des Moines, Iowa. Brent is
married to LISA M .
STUEVE PlACKNER, '92.
CHRISTOPHER E.
SMITH, Minneapolis, was
promoted to chief investigator at Heartland lnfonnation Setvices, a Minneapo!is-based private investigative
firm . Christopher and his
wife Kelly have a sevenmonth old son named
Samuel.

speak like a small child now."
Most importantly, Blum
says, he is learning more about
his world and developing an internatiortal view. "You can't go
back to being isolationist."

Senior Pledge Campaign
pioneer takes spirit to
Poland

Ceramics alumni
stars of exhibition

by Marsha Shoemaker

He can't fully account for his
desire to stay in a country where
living and working conditions
are less than ideal - at least not
to those who don't understand
the pioneering spirit. Todd
Blum just knows he's got the
bug to stay for at least another
year in Poland, a country where
vast political, social and economic changes offer exhilaration to those who can think beyond today's struggles to tomorrow's possibilities.
"It's sort of like you've been
bitten," says Blum, a 1994
SCSU graduate who earned degrees in international business
and marketing and first went to
the former Communist-held
country as an intern the summer of 1994. Since he has
worked for a private computer.
company and a publishing company started by Polish academics
and American investors.
Blum, who as a student was
co-chair of the first Senior
Pledge Campaign on campus,
didn't go to Poland with intentions to stay. "But' the idea of
making a small difference in a
small way became appealing,"
he said during a recent visit in
St. Cloud, where his sister, Julie,
and brother-in-law, Dick
Andzenge of the SCSU criminal
justice faculty, live. After a stop
to see his mother in Michigan,
he was going back to the place
where decent housing by U.S.
standards is at a premium and
the conflict between cultures
and work habits is a bit of a
shock to a Midwestern American with a strong work ethic.
The housing shortage, exacerbated by the fact that 96 percent of Warsaw was destroyed
during World War II, has Blum
living in an illegally owned 90square-foot room plus kitchen

Bruce D. Johnson '90
JACK E. JOHNSON,
Cedar Falls, Iowa, became a
firefighter for the Cedar
Falls Rescue Division.KERRYL MURPHY,
Shakopee, is a second grade
teacher at Bluff Creek Ele-

and bath. The construction is
poured cement and tile, with
big gaps in the windows. "I live
pretty much the life of a student," he says. "But I feel
lucky." He has a hot water
heater above his sink that he ignites when he needs it, and he
has a four-burner stove - luxuries not all Polish kitchens have.
Worker productivity in
Poland lags behind many other
developed countries, and it
didn't take Blum long to figure
out why. He smiles and offers
an anecdote he says helps to explain why: "This Polish expression workers use says a lot:
· 'They pretend to pay us and we
pretend to work.' "When Polish
workers use this saying, they
may be using it in a lighthearted
way, but there's more than a little truth behind it," he says.
But Blum is impressed by
other aspects of the Polish culture, notably the polite and
courteous traditions such as surrendering seats on public transportation to people of age or
women and treating guests with
sincerely offered hospitality.
The concept of this simpler
life is appealing, and Blum says
he's going to give it at least another year before coming back
to the United States. For one
thing, he wants to study the language more seriously this year at
the University of Warsaw. "I

mentaty in Chanhassen.
JANE ANDERSON, Minneapolis, is a graduate student at the Hubert H.
Humphrey Institute of Publie Affairs at the University
of Minnesota.
BRENT GORACZKOWSKI, South Lake Tahoe,
Calif., was promoted to
manager for Footlocker in .
December of 1994.
BRUCE D. JOHNSON,
Champlin, was elected mayor of Champlin in November 1994.
MILISSA A. FUSSY, Royalton, received a new teaching
position in Holdingford.
LISA L TOWNE DOBIAS,

Lisa A. Smith '90
lino Lakes, is a certified Netware administrator and training consultant with AmeriData Technologies in St.
Paul. Llsa and her husband
Mark have a daughter.
LISA RAFFENBEUL FU-

"Alumni Exhibition: 32
Years of Ceramics at St. Cloud
State," a celebration of the talents of 32 former students of
SCSU ceramics instructor La~rie Halberg, was featured March
· 11-22 in the Atwood Center
· Gallery.
The diversity and the excellence of the work of these alumni, from as far away as Florida
and Alabama, was a testament
to the education and experience
they received as students. Some
went on to further study; others
became teachers or professional
sculptors. Still others continue
their art as a hobby. Examples
of their work expressed a number' of ceramics techniques, including wheel-thrown , handbuilt, extruded, and combinations of these techniques.
Algalee P. Adams, professor
of art and art education and a
former chair of the SCSU art department, contributed the introduction to the program for this
exhibit. Adams, who left SCSU

in 1964, wrote: "The graduates
represented in this exhibition
and the thousands of others who
have received their education in
ceramics at St. Cloud State have
contributed substantially to the
quality of their lives through
their teaching and their art."
Participants included Rita
Bartlett, St. Cloud; Jasper Bond,
Sauk Rapids; Karl Borgeson, Whitewater, Wis.; Roxanne Brown, Foley;
Ira John Burhans, Palm Harbor,
Fla.; Joe Capistrant, Alexandria; Barry Carlson, Willmar; Gayle Cole,
Madison, Wis.; Tim Connors, Prior
Lake; Barbara Dettler, Melrose; Phil
Eckert, Champlin; Kenneth Ferber,
St. Cloud; Rebekah Glasmann, St.
Cloud; Deb Green; David Grether,
St. Cloud; Haddie Hadacheck,
Brainerd; Bob Heydman, St. Cloud;
Beverly Hinnenkamp, Rice; Jerrel
Holm, Watford City, N.D.; Craig
Kreidler; Centuria, Wis.; Joe Leach,
Melrose; James Loso, St. Joseph;
Ray Lourey, Hawick; Zuela Marek,
St. Cloud; Todd Nelson, Minneapolis; Charles Pearson , Key West, Fla.;
Rosemary Boyle Petters, Avon; Carol Sanvik, Long Prairie; S. ·
Thomasette Scheeler OSB, St.
Joseph; Shiowyun S. Shih, Montgomery, Ala.; Michael Strand, Sauk
Rapids; Ruth Thomas, Denton,
Texas; Renee Tobin, Rice; Catherine
Veigel (Riley), Andover; Eugene
Waldowski, Ramsey; Kathleen Ashner Wellik, Clearwater; Paul
Williams Jr., Hayward; and Fred Yiran, St. Cloud.

Rita Bartlett, left, who attended ceramics classes at SCSU from 197889, and S. Thomasette Scheeler, OSB, who took ceramics on campus
between 1980 and 1994, reminisced about their student days at the
opening of "Alumni Exhibition: 32 Years of Ceramics at St. Cloud
State." The two met while taking community education classes in the
'70s. Photo by Jim Altobell.

JAN, St. Cloud, is the account representative for Kelly
T emporaty Services, Inc.
LISA A. SMITH, St. Paul,
has joined the law firm of
Maun & Simon as an associate. She previously clerked
for Judge Harlington Wood,
Jr. of the U.S. Court of Appeals, Seventh Circuit Llsa
also attended classes at the
Universities of London and
Exeter and clerked with an
English barrister during an
international law program.
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BRENT J. BAWUN,
Sartell, is now a patrolman
for the St Cloud Police De-

partment Brent had worked
for the Crosby Police Department for three years prior to
coming back to St Cloud.
ERIC HUGHES, Forest
Grove, Ore. , works in Muitiline Claims for SafeCo Insurance in Lake Oswego,
Ore.
SUSAN KAY JOHNSON,
Minneapolis, is the administrator for Braman, Braman
& Rekstad Inc. in Minneapolis.
DEANN WGE, Albert Lea,
has moved back to Minnesota after living in Washington
D.C. for four years. Deann
is a licensed social worker in
both Minnesota and Wash-

ington D.C.
LYNN MAHER, Takoma
Park, Md., is a research assistant at the University of
Minnesota and will be
spending this year in Washington, D.C. after being
awarded the Knauss Marine
Fellowship by the National
Seagrant College Program.
ERIC S. NELSON, Bloomington, is the vice president
of Minnesota Systems Intemational Inc.
KEVIN O'NEAL, St Cloud,
has worked for Catholic
Charities for the past four
years. Kevin is now working
as a fumily therapist
MELINDA M. SANDERS,
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Alumni time and talent add to SCSU tradition
"Filled with fires of true ambition,
let us ever be loyal to thy fihe tradition. Hail, St. Cloud, to thee!"
-University Hymn by Amy Dale and
Harvey Waugh

t. Cloud State
University's "fine
tradition" has
produced academic excellence and
educational opportunity for
70,000 living
alumni. Our
alumni are teachJim Stigman
ers, lawyers, engiDirector,
neers, government
Alumni Services
leaders, and
CEOs. They demonstrate success through fi.
nancial gain, service to community, career
advancement, and peer recognition. They are
"filled with fires of true ambition."
As fort,,me has it, the University filled
me with these same fires from 1986-1990. I
felt the excellence of a university that guided
me in my formative years. As a first genera•
tion college student, I benefited from the opportunity of a first rate education.
St. Cloud State University has another
tradition; the loyalty of ambitious alumni
volunteers and university friends. Alumni
volunteers are at the core of St. Cloud State
University. Without the devotion and service
of many volunteers, and the contributions of
university donors, several programs at St.
Cloud State University would cease to exist
or diminish in quality.
The Alumni Association's mission is to
promote relationships with alumni which advance St. Cloud State University's tradition
of excellence and opportunity. You can help
in this mission in many ways. Here is a short
list of the alumni volunteer opportunities
presently available:

Serve as a chapter board member
and/or volunteer. St. Cloud State University chapters promote communication and interaction between SCSU and the SCSU
family of alumni, students, parents, donors
and friends. The chapters accomplish this
through a variety of social, cultural, and
community service activities. More information is available on alumni chapters. Contact
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St Cloud, graduated from
the University of Minnesota
Law School and has now
joined .the Quinlivan Law

Firm.
TODD WEAVER, Aurora,
Colo., graduated from the
University of Minnesota
with a master's degree in
public health, with an emphasis on epidemiology.
Todd is currently a graduate
student at the University of
Colorado Medical School.

Il~~z
CHERYL M. KLINGER,
Monticello, graduated with
a master's degree in social
work from the joint pro-
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Dave Brouillette, Twin Cities Alumni Chapter Chair, at (612) 844-5576 or give me a call
at (320) 255- 4242 about the Central Minnesota Chapter.

If you have an internship opportunity or are

Serve as a class/special interest re,
union committee leader. Each year, the
Alumni Relations Office organizes reunions
to bring alumni back to St. Cloud State University. Reunions are organized based on
milestone class reunions such as the 50th
Anniversary Reunion or based on special interests such as college, major, student organizations, or special affiliations. Give me a call
if you have an idea for a reunion or would
like to volunteer for a reunion committee.

Find addresses of missing classmates. We
recently administered a survey to our alumni
community and have received many responses. If you have not yet completed the survey,
please complete it and send it in as soon as
·possible. If you suspect that there is an alumna/alumnus with: whom we've lost contact,
please call R':lth Schutz at (320) 255-4241.

Serve on the National Alumni Association Board and/or committees. The Alumni Association Board guides the development of programs and services that benefit
alumni and assists the alumni relations office
in designing communication and outreach
initiatives. Alumni may also serve on Association Board committees. For more information call Bob Walter, National Alumni Association Board President, at (320) 252-4414.
Support St. Cloud State University
legislative requests. As we strive to be one
of the ten best state universities in ten years,
our ability to gain the support of the State
Legislature on legislative requests is imperative. A phone call to your legislator often
makes all the difference, especially on days
when we expect a critical vote on an SCSU
project. If you would like to have your name
added to the Alumni Rapid Response list call
Ruth Schutz at (320) 255-4241 and provide
your name, phone number and fax number.
Serve as a career consultant. Many
alumni volunteer to discuss their careers
with current students and alumni who are
seeking to change or enhance their careers.
Some alumni speak to classes of students
while others meet one on one with students
or alumni in their field. There are currently
over 600 alumni in the Alumni Career Net•
work. To join this growing list, contact Andrew Ditlevson, Associate Director for Career Services, at (320) 255-4018.
Serve as an internship sponsor. The
"fires of ambition" burn as strongly in today's students as they do in today's alumni.
Consider providing a St. Cloud State University student with an internship in your business or department. Career Services is developing a database of internship opportunities.

N

gram between the College of
St. Catherine and University of St Thomas in May
1995. Cheryl is employed
by Wright County Human
Services as a social worker
in child welfare.
KRISTINE M . RUDD,
Bellingham, Wash., works
for Magnum Industries as
an office manager.
THERESA KESTER ANDRUS, Maple Lake, was in·
eluded in the 1995/96 edition of Who's Who of
American Women. Theresa
is a communications direc•
tor for Maple Lake Schools.
JAMES KORKOWSKI, Rio
Grande City, Texas, is
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teaching high school math
for his second year at Roma
High School in Roma,
Texas.
TRACY CURRIER, Duluth, is a meteorologist with
the Duluth National Weather Service.
DEAN PACKINGHAM,
Duluth, is a meteorologist
with the Duluth National
Weather Service.
ALEXA ROLLNICK, St.
Cloud, is an associate with
G.L Berg and Associates in
Waite Park.
BETH ALTO, Hugo, was
promoted to systems analyst
at Minnesota Murual life Insurance Co.

interested in creating an internship opportunity, contact Andrew Ditlevson at (320) 2554018.

Stigman to direct
alumni relations
Jim Stigman, who graduated from SCSU in 1990 with a
degree in public administration
and a minor in local and urban
affairs, was named director of
alumni relations for the university in March.
As a student at SCSU, Stigman served as Student Government president, Student Advisory Committee chair for the
Minnesota Higher Education
Coordinating Board and state
chair of the Minnesota State
University Student Association.
Since 1992 he has been a member of the SCSU Alumni Association Board of Directors.
Stigman says the greatest asset he brings to his new position is his "love for the university" and his experience and
understanding of its alumni
community. "We have to start
to build a greater connectedness between alumni and to·
day's St. Cloud State," he says.
"That means finding ways to
bring people back to campus,
sure. But it also means going to
where alumni are to tie them
back to their university as volunteers, advisers or contributors."
From 1992 to the time of
his appointment, Stigman
served as administrative aide to
St. Cloud Mayor Chuck
Winkelman.

Organize/host a regional alumni activi,
ty. Our alumni, though mostly concentrated
in the Twin Cities and Central Minnesota
regions, live in all fifty states. We have visit•
ed alumni in many regions of the country,
but often are limited in time and resources.
Call me if you are interested in organizing or
hosting a regional alumni activity/event.
Be a campus recruiter. Alumni play a
vital role in boosting St. Cloud State University's enrollment and encouraging prospective students to wear red and black. Alumni
can help in many ways: writing letters to
prospective students, providing testimonials
for admissions media, help at college fairs.
For more information about how you can
help, contact Admissions at (320) 255- 2244.
Send your children to SCSU. Makes
sense, doesn't it? This is the perfect way to
pass on St. Cloud State University's tradition of excellence and opportunity to the
next generation. As the saying goes: like fa.
ther/mother, like son/daughter.
Use alumni association affinity programs. The Alumni Association recently introduced the St. Cloud State University Mastercard credit card issued by MBNA America
Bank. Each time a St. Cloud State University
MasterCard is used to charge purchases the
Alumni Association receives a contribution
from MBNA America. All of these contributions add up to a significant source of revenue for the Association. If you haven't received information about the MBNA Mastercard in the mail, you may contact an MBNA
representative directly at 1-800-84 7·73 78.
Be a phon,a-thon leader and/or partici,
pant. Each year we ask alumni for their contributions to the St. Cloud State University
Foundation. Organizing a phon-a-thon
and/or calling your friends is an excellent
way to volunteer. Call Kay Sebastian, Director of the Annual Fund, at (320)255- 3455.

+
JODI BADGER, Alexan•
dria, is the supervisor for
two ICF/MR group homes
that serve developmentally
disabled adults.
ROBERT FRITZ, Eagan, is
an account manager for G.E.
Capitol in Eden Prairie.
LEE HOWIESON, Grand
Rapids, Mich., was recently
promoted to Operations
Manager at the LaCrosse,
Wis., FedEx Station.
SHELLEY SAFRATOWICH, Coon Rapids, is a
marketing associate at Homestyles Publishing and Mar•
keting. Shelley has been with
the company for two years.
RACHEL SWEENEY, St
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Paul, received her master's
degree in ESL
PAM SHEARER, St.
Cloud, is living in Costa
Rica where she teaches at the
Blue Valley School in Escazu. Pam will be moving to
the Caribbean where she
and her husband will be
building the Emerald Hibiscus Resort.
KIM WEIBER, St Cloud, is
living in Costa Rica where
she teaches at the Blue Valley School in Escazu. Kim
will be reruming to teach af
the school next year.
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STACI O'BRIEN KO-
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RKOWSKI, Rio Grande
City, Texas, is in her second
year of teaching English as a
second language (ESL) at
F.J. Scott Elementary in
Roma, Texas.
SAMANTHA NELSON ,
Eyota, received her master's
degree in elementary education, and is currently teaching fifth grade at Holmes Elementary school in
Rochester.
KRISTEN PEDERSON
HENNING, Racine, Wis.,
is teaching first grade in
Racine.
TIMOTHY RISTING,
Bloomington, is employed
as manager of the account·
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ing department for Consumer Credit Counseling
Service of MN Inc.
JEFFRY MICHAEL
BURKARDT, South Haven,
was promoted to shareholder
in Burkhardt & Burkhardt
Jeffry is a CPA in Annan•
dale.
SCOTT A. HOUSE, Roseville, is a a stockbroker
with RJ Steichen & Company in Forest Lake. Scott is
the Club International Service Director for the Roseville Rotary, a member of
the Suburban Area Cham·
her of Commerce, and a coordinator for the D.A.R.E.
program. He is a licensed
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Watch OUTLOOK for a
· current list of events
planned for the Twin Cities
alumni chapter.
If you are interested in becoming an active SCSU Alumnus or
would like to participate in one of
our upcoming events, contact
David Brouillette, SCSU Twin
Cities alumni chapter chair at the
Equitable (612) 844-5576 or at
home (612) 988-9092.

Nearly a year ago the Twin Cities
Alumni Chapter was established as a
"service to alumni." The goal of the
chapter is to reach out to the over
22,000 SCSU Alumni in the Twin
Cities and promote SCSU to alumni, students, parents and the Twin
Cities community.
The following committees have
been established: Community Relations; Ambassadors; Career Networking; Finance; Communications;
and Events. Here is an overview of
each committee and how you can get
involved in the SCSU Twin Cities
alumni chapter!

Community Relations

SCSU President Bruce Grube
and wife Kathryn are surrounded
by SCSU alums after the Northern Colorado game at a recent
gathering in Colorado Springs
this winter. Photo submitted

NOVA recruits alumni!
Plans are underway for the 1997
Week on Violence and NOVA
(nonviolent alternatives) hope to involve alumni in the event's activities. If you were active in NOVA
and/or know of others who were,
please forward names, addresses
and phone numbers to United
Ministries in Higher Education,
391 Fourth Ave. S., St. Cloud, MN
56301.

The Community Relations Committee has some fun events planned for
this summer. Join the
fun!! Our chapter will
be volunteering our
time to the Minnesota
MS Society at its one
day Bike Tour on Saturday, May 4. Some
volunteers will work a
water/ rest stop, while
others will bike the
tour. The tour will be
at the Maplewood
Community Center,
utilizing the Gateway •
Trail.
This summer we also plan on
hosting an event with Habitat for Humanity. Other annual events will include the Twin Cities Marathon, raking leaves for senior citizens, and
Meals-on-Wheels. All events take
place in the Twin Cities metro area. If
you are interested in joining us, contact Becky Hughes at (612) 946-3113.
We look forward to meeting you!

Ambassador Committee
The Ambassador Committee is an
extension of the Admissions Ambassador organization at SCSU. The
mission of the committee is to share
the "success stories" about SCSU
and life after college with high school
juniors and seniors, as well as transfer students from other schools.
Members of the Ambassador

registereJ representative
lis, is a crisis advocate for the
through the National Associ- Harriet Tubman Center, a
ation of Securities Dealers
battered woman's center, in
and has his state insurance
Minneapolis. She also belicense from the Minnesota
gan classes for her master's
Department of Commerce.
· degree in social work at the
C HUCK RASKE and wife
University of Minnesota in
JUDY BENJAMIN '82,
tl1e Twin Cities.
Cosmos, are married and
BRIAN TREBELHORN
have three children.
and wife WENDY BARRIE,
SCOTT SIEVERS, SpringNorthfield, celebrated their
tidd, Ill., won two Associatsecond anniversary and the
ed Press awards for
first birthday of their daugh•
newswriting in 1995, includter Maxine.
ing first-place for the Continuing News Coverage category. Scott works at tl1e St.
ANGEIA HENDERSON,
Louis Post-Dispatch as a poSt. Paul, joined laBreche+
litical reporter in Springfield. Murray Public Relations as
SUSAN STRYK, Minneapo- an account assistant. Angela
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SCSU Twin Cities
Alumni Chapter

division, which supplies pizza and
other food to school lunch programs
and other commercial kitchens.
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Committee work in partnership with
the SCSU Office of Admissions to
staff college fairs, host open houses,
and participate in high school visits.
This committee also supports and
volunteers for other SCSU Alumni
functions, such as the upcoming
SCSU Alumni Golf Tournament.
If you are interested in participating in the Ambassador Committee,
call Tracy Stead at (612) 298-3403 or
Shawn O'Hanlon at (612) 681-9978.

Career Networking
The Career Network Committee
assists SCSU alumni and future
graduates in career searches. In addition, the committee organizes discussion panels and career socials.
Look for details on an upcoming
career discussion held at SCSU
this fall. For those who need career
assistance, or are interested in participating in our upcoming discussion panel or volunteering for future events, call Tavis Hudson at
Application Developers (612) 943004 7 or John Folkestad at Accountemps (612) 893-9585.

Finance Committee
Our big event of the year has come
to a close. The first Twin Cities
Alumni phonathon occurred on February 7 at Dougherty Dawkins in
Minneapolis. Our alumni volunteer
callers made 323 contacts and 58
pledges. The Phonathon raised nearly $4,500 with an average gift of
$77.25; the largest gift was $1,000.
Our dual goal was reached. Not only
did we receive great support for the
University's Annual Fund, we also
were able to promote upcoming
events to alumni, like the President's
Luncheon and the Golf Tournament
and communicate university news
with them. A special thanks to Tom
Strand for the use of his office, Mary
Choate, and all those who volunteered their time and talent to call.
Within the next several months,
we will be planning Business Socials
to gather alumni. We will target geographic areas within the Twin Cities
and bring together alumni from different companies and majors. Watch
OUTLOOK for updates.

also has volunteered her
time to the International
Special Olympics and the
Minnesota Direct Marketing Association.
AMY BERCHEM, Plymouth, received a physical
education teaching position
at St. Louis Park High
School.
ROBIN E. McPEAK, Ft.
Collins, Colo., is a recruiter
at Manpower for HewlettPackard accounts.
JUDITH KITTOCK, St.
Cloud, is currently working
as a chemical dependency
family therapist at Sioux
Valley Hospital in New
Ulm.

KRISTI BOSL, Denver,
Colo., joined the Integer
Group as an assistant buyer/ planner.
ERIK FOLTZ, Plymouth,
was recently employed as a
sales, service and research
coordinator for Gold'N
Plump in St. Cloud.
CORY GERlACH, Little
Canada, is currently working as a s~ppler service representative for Thermo King
of Bloomington.
JOHN HEIDEBRECHT,
Big lake, is a consultant for
Baune Dosen and Co., located in Minnetonka.
TIMOTHY STAGEBERG,
Chanhassen, Ala., works at

- . , ,' :' ~

If you would be interested in
helping plan future events of the finance committee or would like to
help with the Business Socials,
please call Bruce DePauw at (612)
943-8605

Events Committee
Twin Cities Alumni Chapter
Golf Outing and Dinner-The
Links Course at Northfork
The next event will be a golf tournament May 20. The Scramble Event is
$65, which pays for green fees, cart,
dinner, and prizes for everyone. Jeff
Passolt, soon to be the new KMSP TV news anchor, former sportscaster
for KARE-11 and KQRS personality,
will share his remarks at the dinner.
This tournament promises to be a
great event, with an opportunity to
round up your present friends and
meet new friends . If you are interested
in playing in the golf outing, would
like to be a corporate hole sponsor,
would like to attend the dinner, or are
interested in volunteering to help with
the tournament, call David Brouillette
at the Equitable (612) 844-5576 or at
home (612) 988- 9092.

President's Luncheon
-Minneapolis Athletic Club
Our special thanks to Kevin Burkart
for his efforts in planning a successful President's Luncheon. The luncheon on February 27 brought nearly
100 alumni together to hear President Bruce Grube' s vision for St.
Cloud State University.

SCSU grad, is president
of Schwan's, Inc.
Ken Noyes, a 1979 graduate of
St. Cloud State University, recently
was named president and chief operating officer of Schwan' s, the Marshall, Minn.-based food company.
Noyes, 3 7, has worked for
Schwan' s for about 12 years. Previously, he worked for three years as a
certified public accountant at KMPG
Peat Marwick.
According to a story in Minneapolis' Star Tribune, at Schwan' s,
Noyes most recently headed the company's leasing operations, Lyon Financial Services, and its food service

a CPA office in Anchorage.
TODD STREED, Sartell, is
a consultant for Brentwood
Commercial R.E. in Eden
Prairie.
HEATHER CORNER,
Brainerd, is a social studies
and business teacher for Albrook High School in Saginaw.
AMY GUSTAFSON, St.
Louis Park, is a Client Service Manager for Interim
Personnel in Edina.
TROY IDNGIE, Eden
Prairie, is a copywriter for
Baxter Advertising, and ereates ads for radio .and TV.
DENNIS AHLM , Buffalo,
has been promoted to policy

SCSU grad Passolt
returning to Minnesota
When KARE-TV sports anchor
Jeff Passolt moved from Minneapolis
to Denver
two years ago,
he attended a
welcoming
party for his
daughter at
her new elementary
school. One
of the host
Jeff Passolt, '81
mothers at
the event turned out to be from
Chanhassen, Minn., and her hush.and was a St. Cloud State University graduate.
"They've become our best
friends out here," Passolt commented
recently via telephone from Denver's
KMGH-TV. "It shows you what a
strong, far-reaching connection
SCSU has."
Passolt will leave Denver in
early May to return to Minnesota to
be the solo news anchor for KMSPTV Channel 9' s new 10 p.m. newscast that debuts June 3.
According to KMSP-TV, the 10
p.m. program is intended to augment, not replace its existing 9 p.m.
news segment.
''I'm excited about it," Passolt
. said. "I've had 16 great years in
sports, and I've certainly enjoyed it.
But sports is a major time commitment, especially in the Denver market where we have the Rockies, the
Nuggets, the Avalanche, the Broncos
of course, and three nationally
ranked college sports teams .. .sometimes you don't even have time to
mow your lawn. Don't get me
wrong, though, I've enjoyed it."
Passolt also is looking forward to
the switch to news. "I've always been
interested in and followed the news.
I'm not just a sports junkie." Passolt
also is looking forward to continuing
his SCSU connection.
"I've always kept in touch with
the alumni association and with former colleagues who I went to school
with. The SCSU connection has always been strong for me. SCSU gave
me the opportunity to get started in
this business."

Dennis Ahlm '94
owner relations specialist at
The Prudential.
CHERYL MCKINNEY,
Brainerd, currently works
with Kuefler Property Management as a property man•
ager. Cheryl currently man-

ages several aparttnent communities, and two cooperarive associations in the St.
Cloud and Twin Cities area.
ANNA NELSON, Mesa,
Ariz., is a third grade teacher
for the Apache Junction
School System.
SHARON RUSSELL,
Rogers, works for the Peace
Corps, for which she is a
teacher in Poland. Sharon
likes the country and enjoys
teaching her students.
JOY E. SEARS, Foley, attends the University of Oregon in Eugene, in the historic preservation field.
CARRIE SWANSON,
Phoenix, Ariz., is a corporate
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product support specialist for
Avnet in Tempe, Ariz.
DANA M. VOUK, St Paul,
is a new forensic scientist for
the Minneapolis Police Department. She specializes in
the areas of firearms and
tool mark examination.

R~~SJ

DANIEL HAGEN, Buffa.lo,
has reenlisted in the U.S.
Air Force Resetve. Daniel, a
staff sergeant, is a member of
the 934th Airlift Wing,
based at the Minneapolis-St.
Paul International Airport
Air Resetve Station. Daniel
seives as a communicationsoperations specialist with the
934th Communications
Flight and has been a member since 1991 . As a civilian,
Daniel is an accountant with
Arthur Anderson.
BARRY VOXLAND, St
Cloud, is a sales representative for NCR Corp.
KIRSTIN R. BRATT,
Yuma, Ariz., i~ a new professor of English at Arizona
Western College. She completed her undergraduate
work at St Olaf.
JON ERIC SATTER,
Brooklyn Center, was appointed as a computer programmer in the Metropolitan State University's Information Systems Office. Jon
helps provide computer programming services to support Metro State's transition
to a new student information system.
MICHELLE RISTING,
Bloomington, has a new job
as a volunteer setvices associate working with the Multiple Sclerosis Society in the
volunteer services department.
CHRIS J. WILLETTE, Edina, joined Edina Realty in
September.
CHERYL METZGER, St
Cloud, recently joined Market Strategies Inc., as an account representative.
ROSS WHITTEMORE,
Maple Grove, is a student at
the University of Minnesota
Law School.
TOM DICKHAUSEN,
Alexandria, is a
reporter/news anchor for
Hubbard Broadcasting at
KSAX-TV in Alexandria.
MATTHEW QUINN, Big
Lake, is attending the
William Mitchell College of
Law.
BRENT ANTU.., St. Cloud,
has joined the auditing and
accounting department of
McMahon, Hartmann,
Amundson and Co.
TIFFANY J. ELJ, St Cloud,
is the Fund Development
Assistant at St. Benedict's
Center and Alternative Services.
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Maur1rii~~e§
JEFFRY MICHAEL
BURKHARDT and Jeannette Williamson July 22,
1995, living in South
Haven.
SUSAN STRYK and John
W. Lundquist III on August
26, 1995, living in Minneapolis.

1978
TIMOTHY BARFKNECHT and Jennifer
Anderson on June 5, 1993,
living in Virginia.

1983
JAMES MARTIN ARNDT
'87 and Roberta Kay Roy on
September 2, 1995, living in
Plyn10uth.

1986
MARY EVENSON and
Javad Baradaran in June,
1994, living in Burnsville.
BETH GIBSON and Patrick
Lilja on September 15,
1995, living in Golden Valley.
JOHN DRYSDALE and
Paula Bohte on June 10,
1995, living in Minneapolis.

1987
KEITH ZEBOTT and
Michelle O'Keefe on September 9, 1995, living in St
Paul.
TRACY SANKEN and Lyle
Davenport on May 19,
1995, living in Hutchinson.
BLAIR NELSON and Scott
Sanford on June 3, 1995, living in Park Ridge, Ill. ·

1989
JEFFREY DAYID ANDERSON and ELIZABETH
HOFFMAN '91 on September 30, 1995, living in
Sartell.
STACIA FINK and Len
Goodman on June 11,
1995, living in Minneapolis.

1990
BRENDA MARIE
DANIELSON and John
Glatzmaier on June 24,
1995, living in Minneapolis.
KAREN NELSON and T.J.
Johnson on June 4, 1994,
living in Anoka.
BRENT GORACZKOWSKI and Jennifer Schwartz on
October 14, 1995, living in
South Lake Tahoe, Calif
DEBBIE SMITH and David
Honebrink on May 15,
1993, living in Oak Harbor,
Wash.
MADONNA PFEFFER and
BretrShafer on June 18,
1994, living in Aurora, Col.
EVA JOY ROLIDFF and
JOEL CARLSON '89 in
June 1991, living in Oakdale.

1991
DONALD F. THIELEN
and Susan Lynn Klein on
August 19, 1995, living in
St Cloud.
ERIC BERNARD HUGHES and Becky Lynn Klug on
June 17, 1995, living in Forest Grove, Ore.
JACK E. JOHNSON and
Roxanne L Benesch on
April 22, 1995, living in
Cedar Falls; Iowa.
SHARON MURPHY and
WADE BRESNAHAN '92
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on May 20, 1995, living in
Galveston, Texas.

1992
RACHEL SWEENEY and
Brian Cooper Grubbs in
April 1995, living in St
Paul.
JON SHULTZ and ALLISON DURHMAN in June
1995, living in Eden Prairie.
GRETCHEN L NELSON
and MICHAEL R. JOHNSON '93 on September 16,
1995, living in Farmington.
DEAN PACKINGHAM
and TRACY CURRIER on
October 22, 1994, living in
Duluth.
ROBYN C. SWANSON
and Dan Brown on June 5
1993, living in Rogers.
AMY SARA NELSON and
Scott Ardell Anderson on
August 26, 1995, living in
St. Cloud.
JAi BARKER and
SHARON SODER '94 on
July 31, 1993, living in
Freeport.
JAMES KORKOWSKI and
STACI O'BRIEN '93 on
March 18, 1995, living in
Rio Grande City,
Texas.
KRISTINE WOOD and
SHANE RUDD in January
1995, living in Bellingham,
Wash.
JANET MUELLNER and
ROD DUSEK '93 on September 2, 1995, living in St

1993
SCOTT HENNING and
KRISTEN PEDERSON on
July 29, 1995, living in
Racine, Wis.
KEVIN M. BALFANZ and
ON N. SCHUERon May 27,
19 , living in St Paul.
ELIZABETH WELCH and
Thomas Hoover on September 23, 1995, living in St.
Paul.
TRACY D. EVAVOLD and
Ken Voller on November
25, 1995, living in Brooklyn
Park.
DOYLE LEABCH and Elsa
Wellen on September 16,
1995, living in St Cloud.

1994
BRENDA SMIEJA and
Manfred Gugglberger on
August 30, 1994, living in
Browerville.
JOHN WELLE and SHANNON JABAS '95 on September 23, 1995, living in

Elk River.
TAMARA HANSEL and
Troy Strecker on June 17,
1995, living in Brooklyn
Center.
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1982

BOB BONINE and
IDRENE HOLMBERG
BONINE '84, Stillwater,
had a baby girl Marie Elizabeth on 6/22/95.

1983
DEBORAH K. SEYKORA
KELLEY, Naperville, Ill.,
had a baby boy Mitchell
Scott
DEBORAH KAREN KELLEY and husband Brian,
Naperville, Ill., welcomed
home a baby boy Mitchell
Scott on 4/ 22/ 95.

1984
ROBERT WENCK and
wife Heather, Eagan, we!corned their new daughter
Shannon Nicole on
8/ 23/ 95.
LOUANN BONINE LARSON, husband Burt, and
son Jacob, age two, Coon
Rapids, announce the birth
of Alexander William on
5/ 2/ 95.
ROBERT WENCK and
wife Heather, Eagan, were
happy to bring home a new
daughter Shannon Nicole
on 8/23/95

1985
MINDA BOURDAGE and
husband Larry , Blaine, celebrated the birth of their son
Joseph Alexander on
10/7/95. Joseph was we!corned home by his sister
Marissa age three.

1986
MARY EVENSON
BARADARAN and husband Javad, Burnsville, became the proud parents of a
son James Michael on
7/14/95.
PATRICIA MONN LINDEMAN and husband Keith, Everett, Wash., were
blessed with a son Roman
on 4/14/94.
MARIA FRENCH BENEDICT and husband Randy,
Farmington, had a baby girl
Alexandra Lynn in June of
1994.
CATHY ZULKOSKY and
husband Charlie, St. Cloud,
welcomed home their son
Connor Robert on 2/19/95.
KATHY MARSH CONGER, Bemidji, had a baby
girl, Amy Patricia on
5/9/95. Amy was welcomed
home by her three brothers:
C.J. age six, Luke age three,
and Tim one year.
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HATIEN '92, Zimmerman,
announced the birth of their
son Jeffrey Richard on
6/15/95.

MARY ANN TIMM and
husband Mark Leitheiser,
Winthrop, were blessed with
a son Cade who is now 16
months old.
JEANNE CURRAN MACK
and husband Mike, Blaine,
celebrated the birth of their
son Patrick, who is now 20
months old.

1992
LISSA WOTHE
BORCHERT and husband
Mark, St. Cloud, were
blessed with a daughter Miranda Sophia on 6/17/95.
VICTORIA JOHANNES
SCHMITZ '94, and husband Jerry, Clearwater, had
a son Lukas Dean on
12/ 13/ 95.

1987
DONALD RAASCH and
ELISABETH '89, St. Paul,
were blessed with twins
Charles Lawrence and Margaret Emma on 10/13/ 95.

E
1965

James D. Jurek,
Detroit L'lkes.

1969

John M. Klein '69, '74,
'76, 78, Breckenridge.
Catherine Scherber,
Fargo, N.D.

1970

Janice E. Okeefe Skibness, Underwood.

1974

Richard Chalstrom,
Minneapolis

1976

Linda Peinovich,
Minneapolis.

1993

1988

TRICIA YOUNG IDCH
and husband Rich, La Crescent, celebrated the birth of
their first child Connor
James Brady on 8/ 2/ 95.
DAYID ELFSTRAND,
Montgomery, celebrated the
birth of his daughter on
10/ 10/ 93.
GAYLE HOUGARD GIBSON and husband Jeffrey,
Waite Park,welcomed home
their new daughter Jenna
Marie on 12/ 18/95.

CATHERINE ANN
KURKOWSKI and her husband, White Bear Township, announced the birth of
their son Lucas Michael on
5/4/95. Lucas was welcorned home by his sister
Samantha age two.
BECKY VORPE BRANT,
Minneapolis, welcomed
home a baby girl Megan
Marie on 3/10/95.
DONNA BUCK ROTH,
Blue Springs, Mo., was
blessed with the birth of a
daughter Linnea on 6/7/95.
Linnea was welcomed home
by her brother Brooks, age
three.

1994
CARRIE and BOB
HUNTER, St Cloud, were
pleasecl to announce tl1e
birth of their daughter Callista Jean on 6/23/ 95.

1989

1995

JOEL HORN and SUSANNE HORN '92, Maite,
Guam, were pleased to announce the birth of their
daughter Hannah Marie on
6/23/95.
SARAH GOBLIRSCH
KIENHOlZ and husband
Dean, Lino Lakes, celebrated
the arrival of their second
child Megan Elizabeth on
9/23/94. Megan's big sister
Kayla is three years old.
LISA KIRGISS BOYUM
and husband Dan, Chanhassen, had a son Zachary
Dan on 5/7/95.

LAUREL AHLBRECHT,
Hector, announced the birth
of her daughter Aleisha on
9/18/95. ~
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Our sympathy is with the
families and friends of the
following whose deaths have
recently been reported to the
Alumni Association. The
date listed is the year of graduation.

1928

Laura Scherfenberg,
Moorhead

1990

1942

MARK TSCHIDA and wife
Deanna, Alexandria, welcorned their second child
son Evan Mark on 5/30/95.
Evan's big sister Michaela is
now two years old.
CARY NELLES and wife
Becki, Ashland, Wis., had
twin daughters Savannah
Elizabeth and Kaleigh Rebecca on 11/12/95.

Helen D. Latkovich
Wenck, Eagan.

1947

Audrey Gorecki,
Watkins

1953

Roger H. Conley,
Spokane, Wash.

1954

Maivel Menninga,
St. Cloud

1993

Kristie Burton,
Little Falls

~ """"". ~,.,<>
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MARY JOAN RAETZ
MATTHEISEN and Randy
Mattheisen, St Cloud, were
blessed with a son Paul
Thomas .on 12/3( 94. Paul
was welcomed by sister Joan,
age three.

(Pl~se include maiden name, if a1mlicable

1981
WILLIAM R. EGAN, Eagan, announced the birth of
his first child Christine
Marie on 4/27/95.

Class

Floreine Colbert, St Cloud,
who was a secretary at Newman Center at SCSU until
retiring in 1985, died Aug.
1995 at the age of 88.

Gerald 0 . Meyer,
Louisville, Ky.
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Jack Wink, St. Cloud, died
Sept 1995 at the age of 73.
Jack came to SCSU in 1956
to teach and coach until retiring in 1984.

Mv news

Nam,.

-

David Thomas, Sauk
Rapids, a professor at SCSU
since 1980 and associate
professor of SCSU' s Denmark program in Aalborg,
Denmark in 1988-1989 and
1990-1991, died Sept. 1995
at the age of 71.

Please write or e-mail osTIGMAN@STcLouo.Msus.Eou>

1977

~

Virginia Genevieve
Williams, St Cloud, a lifetime educator and member
of the faculty of the School
of Business for 19 years,
died July 30, 1995. Virginia
was regarded as "one of the
pioneers in business education". She was a recipient of
the first Delta Gamma Graduate Scholarship in 1935
and was an active member of
Delta Kappa Gamma National Organization of
Women Teachers until the
time of her death.
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Leland Hott, Sauk Rapids,
professor of interdisciplinary
studies at SCSU from 196 7
to 1985 died at the age of
67.

1962

1991
RICHARD MUELLER
'91,'95, and wife PAMELA

S
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Alumni Association
Calendar of Events
May
20 Twin Cities Alumni Chapter golf
outing, Links at Northfork,
Anoka
26 Alumni reunion at Association
of Behavior Analysis convention, Marriott, San Francisco

june

Loyal To Thy Fine Tradition:
St. Cloud State University-125 Years in
Words and Pictures, 1869-1994 by Dr. Ray Rowland
My check, made payable to: SCSU Alumni History Book, is in the total amount of

$_ _ _ for the following number of books, (please indicate):
__$12.95 soft cover and is enclosed, or please charge to my:
Visa_ _Mastercard # ___--_ _--_ _-_ __

Nowat

re4uce4
prices!

Expiration date._ _ _Signature_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

6

Husky Sportacular (formerly
Williams Fund), St. Cloud
Country Club, St. Cloud
13 Football Fish-a-rama, Lake Mille
Lacs
1 7 Hall of Fame golf outing, Elk
River Country Club, Elk River

July
11-12

50th and Before-class
reunion, St. Cloud

, Aucust
2

9

Husky Hoopster golf outing,
Wapicada golf course, Sauk
Rapids
Center Ice Club Hockey golf outing, Wapicada golf course, Sauk
Rapids

October
5

1996 Athletic Hall of Fame
· induction banquet
25 Alumni Association annual
awards banquet and silent auction, St. Cloud
26 Homecoming, St. Cloud

Please send to:
Send this coupon to:

Name-----------------Address----------------City, State, Z I P - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Loyal To Thy Fine Tradition
Alumni & Foundation Center
St. Cloud State University
720 Fourth Ave. S.
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498

Call for AlulDni A~arcls
Nontinations ,
One of St. Cloud State University's most treasured traditions has been to honor
alumni and friends for outstanding professional and personal achievement. The
National Alumni Association Board is seeking nominations from our ·alumni for
these award categories:
Educational Leadership Award-presented to a teacher and an administrator
Gold Award-presented to graduates of the last decade who have shown
achievement and creativity early in their careers.
Alumni Service Award-presented to graduates and university friends who
are distinguished by their contributions to th~ university and ·to the community
in general.
,
Distinguished Alumni Award-presented tr? alumni who are distinguished
through outstanding achievement over the course of their careers.
A nomination is a great way to recognize the accomplishments of a former classmate,
a friend, an employee or a mentor in your field. Call the Alumni and Foundation
Center at (320) 255-4241 to receive a nomination form . .

Office of Alumni and Foundation
St. Cloud State University
Alumni and Foundation Center
720 Fourth Avenue South
St. _Cloud, Minnesota 56301-4498

ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED

Excellence and 0PPORTUNITY

